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Local soccer survives league strife

The votes have been meticulously tallied, and

S.F. Bay Blackhawks prepare for a winning season amid league-wide money woes

here are the winners of our ‘SJSU’s Best’ poll
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New hospitality
courses for fall

Fee increase passes
Narrow
vote will
add $15 to
IRA fee

Budget cuts no
threat to funds
already set aside
By Anthony Cataldo
Daily staff writer

In a rare joint endeavor, two
schools at SJSU will combine curriculums to meet the increasing
need for managers in hotels,
restaurants, travel agencies and
tourist industries.
Hospitality Management, the
burgeoning program to begin next
fall, will train students in both the
business and aesthetic aspects of
these service industries. The major
program requires students to enroll
in classes from the School of Business and the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences.
The degree will be housed in
Applied Arts and Sciences, but the
need for a strong business background was not overlooked, said

By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer

Despite the prospect of increased
enrollment fees looming over the hori
zon for next semester, SJSU student
narrowly voted to raise student fees for
instructionally related activities from
$5 to $20 per semester yesterday.
A total of 2,343 students voted in the
two day election 1,218 voted for the
increase and 1,125 voted against it.
Director of Communications Blair
Whit icy, who spearheaded the drive to
increase the fee, said, "I think that what
we’ve done here is defy the odds. This is
probably the highest voter turnout we’ve
had in years. This fee increase would
have had a slim chance in any year, and
to win this year was really a victory."
Voter turnout was steady throughout
the two-day election, according to Gunilla Chistol, who volunteered to help with
the balloting. Associated Students President Nicole Launder said she had
expected a good turnout at the polls
because students were concerned about
money issues.
"With everything going on at the state
level (concerning the budget cuts), people at least want to have a say in where
their money is going," Launder said.
A student advisory committee, led by
Launder, plans to submit a proposal to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton sometime
this summer recommending how the
additional $900,000 per year generated
by the fee increase will be divided
among the various departments and
activities it supports.
According to former acting-AS. President Kristi Nowak, if Fullerton signs to
approve the fee increase, it will then
have to be approved by new C.S.U.
Chancellor Barry Munitz.
"But all of the $15 increase stays on
campus," according to Nowak. "The
money never goes to the state
we take
the money right off the top of the fees,"
Nowak said.
Some of the activities funded by the
I.R.A. fee are art galleries, dance programs, the forensics team, intercollegiate
athletics, KSJS radio, the marching
band, music programs, I radio-television production, The Spartan Daily and
theater programs.
Not everyone was happy about the
outcome of the vote, however. Jon Fleischman, director of Student Rights and
Responsibilities, complained that student
voters were not properly informed of the
See FEE, back page
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Academic Senate vote
will extend chair’s term
Lack of continuity
cited as reason oneyear term will be
extended to two
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Dady staff writer
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Ken Wong Daily

To get students to vote for the proposed
instructionally related activities fee increase,
the athletic department set up volleyball
nets, trampolines and gymnastics equipment

staff photographer

around campus. As part of the get-out -thevote event, Mindy Czuleger, a women’s volleyball team member, dives during a friendly
match against her teammates Tuesday.

In an effort to bring some sense
of continuity to the Academic Senate, a resolution has been proposed
to allow the senate chair to run for
a second term.
"There is too much turnover,"
said Academic Senate Chair John
Galm.
Calm said the annual changing
of the two executive committee
officers disrupts the continuity of
the Academic Senate.
Currently, the chair is limited to
one term without the option of running again. The vice chair becomes
the chair for the following academic year.
Galm said that the idea was
called up briefly last year with the
majority of the discussion about
the proposal this year.
The resolution was passed by
the Academic Senate at the April
22 meeting. However. because it is
an amendment to the constitution.
it requires an absolute majority. a

Auto-cross car is ready for action
By Precy Correos
Daily staff writer

Formula SJSU, the first autocross race car built by nine
mechanical engineering students
on campus, was unveiled Friday
for the Annual Engineering Student Conference Day.
The race car will be entered in
the Society of Automotive Engineers’ 1991 Formula Competition held at the General Motors
Millford proving grounds in
Detroit, Mich. on May 17.
Competing with cars from 53
other schools, the international
competition will focus on the
design and construction of a prototype vehicle that can be mass
produced, according to Robert
Press, project manager.
The nine -month -long senior
project was initiated by Press
and Eric Bakke, and resulted in
"many long hours at the lab and
numerous sleepless nights
toward the final product," said
Press."

We applied our practical
learning from our classes and
u.sed a computer to optimize the
design," he added.
"The car came out nicer than
we expected," said Bakke,
"especially in the first entry."
Looking at the car built by
Santa Clara University, Bakke
said, "Our car looks much better."
The race car, freshly painted
in meticulous white, is low to
the ground and looks like picture from Road & lYack magazine.
The car weighs 540 lbs. without the driver, and is powered by
an 80 horsepower motor, giving
the car running speeds of 50 to
60 mph.
It burns methanol gas 85
percent alcohol and 15 percent
high octane gas.
The streamlined, aerodynamic
vehicle smoothed to perfection
costs approximately $16.000,

and was funded by 25 sponsors
such as Toyota Motor Sales,
Yamaha, New United Motor
Manufacturing, Chevron and
Yokohama lire Corp.
In the three-day event. Formula SJSU will undergo many
judging aspects:
Presentation of the vehicle;
acceleration, top speed, an
endurance test around a 1.2 mile
track, maneuverability, fuel
economy and a skid test to measure the vehicle’s turning performance.
"It’s come together without
any hitches and bolted right up
without any problems." said
Bakke.
"It’ll be kind of disappointing
now that it’s almost over," he
added, "and sad that we can only
drive it for one weekend."
"One of the reasons our
design was so successful," said
Press "was the the excellent team
work from the group."

The technical pioneering team
is divided into three groups: Sergio Barret, Mark Magganl and
Chul U, chassis; Peter DeMonte.
Press and Chris Welsh. suspension; Bakke, Steve Choate and
Doug Simmons, engine.
This technical baptism
exceeded any of the department’s expectations, according
to Professor Don Myronuk,
adviser for the Formula SJSU
team.
Once they got the project
rolling, Myronuk said, their
enthusiasm started out as a little
.spark which became a flame and
then became a manng brushfire.
-I believe we’re going to do
exceptionally well in Detroit."
Mymnuk said.
"The momentum has built
up-- what started out as an idea
is now a reality," he added.
"SJSU will be well represented and well known., we can
have reason to be proud."

Burton Dean, organization and
management chairman.
The kind of training involved
"makes it a very natural affiliation
between the schools," Dean said.
Because of the growing national
preference in the hospitality industry, more applicants with four-year
university backgrounds are in
demand, Dean said.
"There’s a shortage of trained
people in this field," Dean said.
"The whole state is behind. I think
it was overdue."
Tourism itself is the second
largest industry in the state,
according to Kate Sullivan, assistant professor of recreation and
leisure studies. And although most
of the tourism in the Bay Area is
concentrated in San Francisco,
recent studies indicate that the
South Bay hospitality industries’
annual growth rate is at 10 percent.
"San Jose is sort of a hidden
jewel for tourism," said Sullivan.
In light of the impending budget
cuts next fall, the new program
See NEW, back page

vote of 50 percent plus one of all
members of the Academic Senate.
Because members of the senate
were missing for the vote, the issue
was not officially determined.
The resolution was sent to the
Committee of Organization and
Government for specific wording
and changes from the original document.
The changes are scheduled to be
completed next semester. At that
time. the Academic Senate will
take its official vote and the SJSU
faculty will vote. If the resolution
passes both stages, the signature of
the president and an effective date
is required for it to be official.
Even if the resolution goes into
effect next spring, Galm and Vice
Chair Bobbye Gorenberg will not
be affected by it.
Gorenberg, by virtue of the current by-laws, will be chair next
year. However, she said that she
will not run again even if the
opportunity arises.
"When (the resolution) was prepared, I took myself out of it,"
Gorenberg said. "I was looking out
for the good of the senate."
Gorenbcrg stated that being on
the executive committee as vice
chair, it would seem that she was
See CHAIR, back page

Demos to
network
By Faye Welk
Special to tie Daily

Don Ritchey D* staff

photographer

The Formula SJSU race car was
unveiled Friday morning in the Engifleeting building. The car will race in
Detroit on May 17.

Campus Democrats will join
county Democrats and elected officials at a barbecue this Saturday to
shape the party of the future.
"This event is by and for young
people and should be both fun and
functional," said Michael Potter,
Campus Democrat director of
administration.
"We’re also inviting high school
democrats who have assisted in
campaigns," he said.
Campus Democrats focused on
Presentation. Silver Creek, Archbishop Mitty and Willow Glen
high schools with the hope of
attracting the younger crowd into
the political arena and creating
political awareness, said Mitch
Sclunidtke. the event coordinator.
Stanford and UC Berkeley
See PARTY, back pow
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Eighty-sixing sports

Spartan voters delivered
night the students shot
Last
.44 Magnum-sized holes
in the apathy theory.
And they did it despite the
dismal job the Associated
Students did in informing the
student body about the issue.
Because they voted to tax
themselves to improve the
instructionally related activities
on campus, the typically staid
students showed that they care
about the quality of life at SJSU.
The voters yesterday said
emphatically that they want
sports; that they want a theaterarts department and that they
want to keep a great radio station
and newspaper.
They stood up and said that
school should be more than just
classes. They know how
important it is to have something
to rally around like the football
team.
This isn’t an apathetic
community, rather it is a
community looking for
something to get involved in.
Just look at all the great

programs they’ve supported.
KSJS, the campus radio station,
was voted the best in the country.
Our an department consistently
shows some of the most creative
work in the area.
Our theater department puts on
great plays month after month.
SJSU’s Program Board finds
movies, activities and concerts
that not only entertain the
campus community but bring
outside world on campus.
the students knew this.
But
Yesterday they just asked
for more of the same.
They knew that sports and
other programs were in danger of
being cut.
They knew that the state’s
budget troubles were threatening
to force SJSU to pull out of
Division-1A sports competition.
They knew that the radio station
was working on a system that is
kept together by chewing gum
and string.
SJSU’s students no longer can
be called the ones that don’t care.

Editor,
I am deeply offended by the amateur
athletes on this campus and their trainers’
bitching about lack of support. I am an
electrical engineering student, and not
only will I not receive a four-year full ride
scholarship, but I have to pay the
exorbitant and ever ballooning fees that,
in part, go to support these knucklheaded
idiots. The only shortcomings these
"students" have are in the true academic
desire category. If these people want to

Fullerton was an asset
Editor,
The Spartan Daily’s coverage of
President Fullerton’s retirement treated
the length and uniqueness but not the
successes of her tenure. In particular,
the negative elements in your editorial
were inappropriate. President Fullerton
achieveq tar more with her understated
manner than would have been possible for
the flamboyant executive you would have
preferred.
When she took office in 1978, relations
between town and gown were strained.
Silicon Valley business people and
politicians welcomed her willingness to
spend time on common concerns.
National and state public officials were
equally impressed. Her forging of
campus ties with the community came
about, in large part, because of her
personal integrity, her high intelligence,
and her wide knowledge caused other
leaders to see that she understood and

their services for free. What a deal! The
only class none of them could teach is
business law and ethics.
Employ the panhandlers.
JACK TRAGESER They
already comb the paths and streets
in around the campus on their own, so
why shouldn’t SJSU get a piece of the
action? The university could send them
out on a commission basis, or to really
maximize profits just pay them with
bottles of Night Train.
Install coin -operated toilets and
turnstiles in classroom doorways
Tuition and fee increases are inevitable
We already pay for just about everything
and shouldn’t be a cause for griping,
conceivable, from computer time to the
considering the fact that California still
right to take a 100w test, so these
subsidizes a huge percentage of our
additions aren’t too far-fetched. Everyone
educations. But when instructors are
has to use the restroom at some time or
terminated, class schedules trimmed and
another, and, at least in theory, we all
class sizes increased, the quality level of
must attend classes. For student
our education will inevitably drop.
convenience tokens could be purchased in
Such changes should naturally be
advance or at the aforementioned
avoided at all costs, and with that in mind,
locations.
I’ve come up with some alternative
These suggestions are of course made
solutions that may help preserve our
tongue-in-cheek, but they also highlight a
existing faculty and class schedule.
somber point.
Enlist white-collar criminals to teach
The situation at SJSU has gotten so
business classes.
dismal that there is nothing left to cut but
White collar crooks, like junk bond
the level of our education.
mogul Michael Milken, usually receive
Compared to a Christmas tree in its full
sentences consisting largely of community
regalia, a simple pine looks pretty plain.
service hours. These hours could be spent
But it’s still a tree. Until someone cuts it
teaching business students at SJSU.
into pieces, that is.
Most of the greed-driven offenders are
qualified to teach at least a few courses,
Jack Trageser is a Spartan Daily staff
and the university would of course get
writer. His column appears Thursday.

know about lack of support, let them get
their own real jobs (not some gimmie),
and pay for their education like the rest of
us; the 20 percent who do graduate are
probably the ones tough enough to pull a
full load, a job, and play ball on the side.
I suggest the solution to the problem is to
’86’ the sports department (not the
athletics department) and sell the south
campus to the monster truck people.
Marshall Lise
Junior
Electrical Engineering
cared deeply for the people and
institutions that San Jose State serves.
You scanted another of President
Fullerton’s major achievements. This is
the further opening up of high
administrative posts to women and to
people of color. For example, when she
became president, the Council of Deans
was composed of 14 men, two of whom
were Hispanic, and two women. Today,
the council is made up of nine men, of
whom one is Asian and one is Hispanic,
and six women, of whom one is Asian and
one is Hispanic.
I wish I had the power to alter the last
paragraph of your editorial. Then it
would read: "Thank you, Gail Fullerton,
for giving us 13 years of dedicated and
effective service. We wish you all our
best, as you have given us yours."

Get involved in the issues
Editor,
I have a challenge fbr every faculty
member, student, and whoever else is
reading this. Instead of complaining
about the higher education budget cuts, do
something about it.
Our legislators will vote on the budget
on June 1. Express your concern by
calling or writing to your representatives,
and encourage your friends to do the
same.
Write or call: Gov. Pete Wilson, State
Capitol, Sacramento, Ca., 95814, (916)
445-2841; Sen. Alfred Alquist, 100 Paseo
De San Antonio, suite 209, San Jose, Ca.,
286-8318;
and
(408)
95113,
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 100
Paseo De San Antonio, suite 106, (408)
288-7515.
Educate yourself on the issues. If you
haven’t already done so, register to vote.
Voter registration forms are available in
the Associated Students office, on the
third floor of the Student Union.
Get involved. Help the A.S. by calling
Cindy Resler at 924-6240.
Three people can make a difference.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton,
Engineering Dean Jay Pinson, and
Lockheed President Dan Tellep rallied
support for Project ’88 that led to the
school of engineering’s new $50 million
building.
Imagine what all of us together can do!

Fauneil J. Rinn
Professor
Political Science

Frances Andrade
Junior
Computer Engineering

THE MARKE1 PLACE OF IDEAS

Some practical ideas
to ease budget woes
SJSU, plagued endlessly by budget
crises, is like a former Christmas tree in
the spring.
It has been stripped of its extraneous,
supplemental decorations, and now is
nothing but a naked pine. The tinsel of a
championship track andreld team was
removed years ago. Student benefits,
since the implication of Prop. 13, have
steadily dropped like so many dead pine
needles.
SJSU is a bare tree, all right, but the
powers that be can’t stop there. We
already pay to park our cars, we pay for
test sheets, for tests, for course readers ...
and still it’s not enough.
Between now and next semester, the
executive lumberjacks will take a snarling
chain saw to the viable limbs and
branches that make up the oldest member
of the CSU system. The budget cuts have
finally sliced deep enough to seriously
effect our educational infrastructure.

REQUIPeED READING- FOG? ALL CALIRMNIA
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PERSPECTIVE
With a new president coming in next year, what would you like to see changed?
Make classes a priority. I know
there’s a lot of budget cuts and I don’t
understand why classes are the first to
go. Good professors are losing their
jobs.. . and I don’t think classes or
professors should have to deal with
this.

Cristina
Lamberti
Communicaton
Studies
Junior

Deepali
Mohindra
Political
Science
Sophomore

I
think getting recycling
institutionalized on campus is
something to push for. Also,
working on environmentally sound
purchases for the campus.

I’d like to see whoever gets elected
be more politically involved.
Basically, try to get the students more
involved in their own school, because
the school spirit is going down.

Eric
Hladilek
Mechanical
Engineering
Junior

Mike
Rauchwerger
Environmental
Studies
Graduate

I’d like to sec better community
public relations. .. get out there in
the community and promote the
school and try to bring them together.

I’d definitely like to see a little
better public relations with the
president... More responsiveness to
students and looking to the student’s
needs more. Rather than being us
against them, I think we need to
work together.

Jason
Smith
Public
Relations
Senior
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SpartaGoide
Spa rtaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information

72-year-old prof loses
bid to keep teaching
BAKERSFIELD (API
John
Webster has lost his bid to keep
teaching college at the age of 72.
The veteran criminology professor fought a decision by the administration at California State University, Bakersfield, not to renew his
contract last fall. Professors technically must retire at age 70 but
often are allowed to keep teaching
on a year-to-year basis.
Webster. who has taught at Cal
State-Bakersfield for 20 years.
learned in a letter Tuesday that a
panel of other professors had ruled
against his appeal following a public hearing last week.
"I guess I’m not that surprised
by their decision. but I am sorry
about it" Webster said. "It just
doesn’t seem fair."
Be has not decided whether to
take the issue to court.
"I don’t want it to consume my
time or my family," he said. "I
don’t want it to become an obsession. I want to be wise enough to
know when you can’t beat the system."
Webster said he is hapm that he
breed a change in the s!, stem
which previously allowed no appeal by an instructor let go after
reaching the mandatory retirement
age.
A Los Angeles judge ruled that
denying a hearing violated the state
Education Code and the due process clause of the U.S. Constitution. The California Universities
stem then changed its policy.
and a hearing for Webster was
scheduled.
1991 Grads - Job Hunt silicon *Any
Using ’The Silicon Valley Profile.. A
MITech Employmant Oulde,Dataeama’

0:110
REED MAGAZINE: An evening reading by
our authors drinks, hors deurves served. 7
p m , Spartan Memorial
CHI ALPHA: Gospel presentation. 1 30
p m Spartan Memorial, call 924-8027
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Information table. 9 am to 1 pm
front of Student Union, call 725-0687
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS: Organizational meeting. open to anyone with an
interest in accurate representation of ethnic
minorities in campus media. 5 p.m.. Grande
Pizzeria Restaurant, call 279-3155
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER: Essential
mass. 7 p m Campus Ministry Chapel 300
S. 10th street. call 298-0204
COMMUNICATION STUDIES DEPARTMENT: Moot court competition. 6 to 8 p.m..
HGH 231. call 924-5375
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: General
meeting. special speaker and elections, 4
p m . Student Union Almaden Room. call
996-9728.
PREMED CLUB: Final meeting and elections. 1 30 p.m . DH 341
SJSU MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Jazz concert
on the steps. "Lou Pertine Quartet.- 12.30 to
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General

5 30 p.m Student Union A S
Council Chambers. call 288-0512.
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS: Campus Democrats meeting. 1 p.m.. A.S. Council Chambers, call 283-5616.
PREDENTAL CLUB: Final meeting - free
food and drinks, 130 to 2:30 p m OH 347.
call (415) 794-8453.

meeting.

FRIDAY

SAACS: Lecture. Dr. Thomas Scattergood.
Exploration and the search for the origin of
life, 11:30 a m.. DH 505
PHI ALPHA THETA: Spanish Inquisition.
two perspectives. Dr Mira Zussman, Dr
David McNeil. reception following, everyone
welcome, call 971-8256
STUDENT FLIGHT TEAM: Recruiting meeting. 230 p.m., Aviation Building, Conference
Room, call 246-5214
REED MAGAZINE: Bookselling all day. inside Student Union. English Department office. call 251-5141.
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Intemationa
folk dance. teaching 8 to 9 p.m.. request

dancing 9 to 10 p m Women s gym Room
SPX 89 call 293-1302
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: Professor Joseph Waterhouse. The
Emperors new mind 7 30 p m . fourth floor
lounge, The Colonnade 201 S 4th St call
9244519
LDSSA: Friday Forum Video The Phone
Call. 12 30 pm.LDSSA Student Center
66 S 7th Street
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB:
Speaker Professor R Charles topic Secondary school mathematics directions and
issues, 2.30 to 330 pm MacCluarrie Hall
322. call 244-9728
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Falafel Fest
1991, 730 pm members house call 9711768
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: General meeting. 12:30 pm . Student Union
AS Council Chambers call 729-5720
SATURDA

OF LATINO ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS: Ten-year anniversary celebration 6 p m Double Tree Hotel on Great
America Parkway, call 971-8979
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS: Mixer fundraiser
12 p.m 1438 Richards Avenue Willow
Glen. call 283-5616
SJSU SPIRIT TEAMS: Tryouts for Sparta
Gold Dance Team, 9 a m. Spartan Complex
218. call 924-5950.

SOCIETY

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

Partly cloudy and windy
with highs in the 60s.
Gusts of wind up to 25
mph Clear at night.

A Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity
member was alledgedly tackled and
hit in the face after jumping the gun
on a preplannecl water-balloon fighL

In a move to further cut costs, the
Academic Senate passed a
resolution Monday urging people to
use stairs rather than elevators.

Friday’s forecast
Mostly sunny with highs
in the high 60s to low 70s.

National Weather
Service

PLANNING A TRIP?
A short walk could save you lots of money
Discount Fares Available with S.J.S.U. I.D.
Ar?-7F
C-MOR TRAVEL vax
Land -Air -Sea

=1=

82 S. Almaden Ave. Umillir
San Jose, Ca. 95113
Next to Greyhound Bus Depot

(408) 294-5000

MAY ’91 GRADUATES....
You can buy or lease a

l’acc our Future

DISCOUNTS

NEW TOYOTA NOW!

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

San Joss’s Beet Service
80 E. San Carlos, 2nd Floor
San Josr, 95112
2L, 7-6320

20%Student Discount

With Confidence

Photos
Fingerprints
US Citizenship
Greencards
Re-entry Permits
VISA Extension
Passport Photos
Resume Copies
Flyers
Fax

1, A flonlable Acne
Treatment - No IDrugs’
La Rose Skin Care Center
t’upertino %ledical& Professional( enter
Ania IiInd 44
1011I s
al

rop.

0.11 1/1"

1 30 p m in front of Music Building call
746-3781
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting end of semester party and
pot luck bring a dish. 430 to 630 pm.
Student Union Gradalupe Roots, call 23E2002

Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10a m

Today’s forecast

M -F 8am-5pm
SAT 10am-1pm

Hours

14100257 54X1

FREE Consultation nahlhis Ad.

20%
30%
40%
50%

!

law
Xtracab Deluxe V6 Tull,

MliPr

Celica 2-Door CT Sport Coupe

Take advantage of our graduate buyers program:
-No Previous Credit Necessary
-No Payments for 90 Days
CALL
RON ZAPLAWA or GEORGE KREITEM
Fleet Managers
At

YES’ EVERY-1111NC IS AT LEAST 20%
OFFI ART! FRAMING! DftAFTINGI
IXCEPIING ALREADY DISCOUNI(DDEMS
CASH, CHECK, VISA A. MASTER CARD

UNIVERSITY ART’S
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

CAP I TCIL
S TOYOTA
715 West Capitol Expressway San lose, California 95136

318 PAGE ST SAN JOSt (408) 29741707

1408i 267-0500

LOOKING FOR A SAFE PLACE TO
STORL YOUR NUTS?

Graduation means
goodbye to spring breaks,
summers off,

Call about our $1 storage special
for students only.
$1 first month’s rent with minimum 2 month rental period on selected spaces. Offer good to nev%
customers only, must present this -nupon at time of rental .

And IBM student prices.
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Otter Ends Soon - spring ’91
Student Special bundle prices end May 31

hurry. they’re going fast!
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Don’t Wait

Stop by the Spartan
Bookstore today we’ll show you how
easy to use and affordable PS/2’s are.

New, Faster Delivery - With

Graduation Present - A psi

order completion. PS/2’s are delivered
within 5 business days - hurry, they’re
arriving fast!

would make a great present from your
parents. or a gift to yourself. Call Arthur

at 452-4931 x1102 for details.
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Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft.
Electronic Security.
Easy access from Highways
101 and 280.

,,aiontealt

6880 Santa Teresa
Bernal Rd. Exit
off Highway 101
281-0400

OFFICE HOURS:9 am to 6 pm Mon-Sat
q am to 5 pm Sundays
GATE HOURS: 7 am to 8 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

900 Lonus Court
off Lincoln Ave.
under 280
947-8775
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the pennant race, said Firaro.
Sam Piraro, his team has a ’damn good
shot at fifth."
only way for the defending
The
’ ’There’s nothing embarassing about
conference champion Titans to earn
finishing fifth in this league," he said. "We
the Big West’s automatic NCAA berth
can establish ourselves and go into next
would he if there was a three-way tie for
season with momentum."
first between Fresno State, 14-4, the Titans
Piraro is precisely correct in saying a
and Long Beach State. 12-6.
fifth place finish is not embarassing. Despite
Going into the series. SJSU will bring
a43-l7 overall record a year ago, SJSU
the momentum from its first two-game
West
to
last
in
the
Big
finished second
winning streak in a month and a half. The
Conference at 9-12.
Spartans crunched UC-Irvine 5-1 on Sunday
B Steve Helmer
Going into the Fullerton State series.
and came out on top of a Tuesday afternoon
SJSU is in the all too familiar seventh spot
pitching gem with Santa Clara University.
Spartans USC 11011111111 to lose MO
in the conference, with a 6-12 record. UCTht. to gain.
pride
Irvine is only one game behind at 5-13. so
Regardless of the results from
Going into the final
the Spartans better be careful not to let a
Wednesday’s make-up non-conference
series of the season. the SJSU baseball team hunch of Anteaters pass them by.
game with the University of San Francisco
has no chance of making it to the conference
Now, on the other side of the
(which were not available at press time).
regionals. But a minor thing like that won’t
spectrum. Fullerton State is one game out of
SJSU will be pumped heading into the home
stop the mighty Spartans from playing their
first, with a 13-5 record. So, the game
of Mickey Mouse.
hearts out.
means everything to the Titans and just
But Piraro reminds his team that they
pride to SJSU. Winning this series could
The 23-28 Spartans will have an
are going to Fullerton to play ball, not visit
outside chance at fourth place in the Big
turn a disappointing season into something
Disneyland. And the series will he far from
West Conference if they sweep Fullerton
positive for SJSU.
a walk in the amusement park.
State this weekend. And, according to coach
"We want to knock Fullerton out of

The final
series

.1 be Titans have won seven of their last
SJSU pitchers Mark Ringkamp and
Bui
eight, including six straight Big West wins
Chris Martin will do their hest to shut
over Long Beach State and UC-Santa
down the Titans. And Spartan hitters
Barbara. As if that isn’t enough. Fullerton
Ken Henderson, Jorge Mora and Jason
State will try to take the series with SJSU for Bugg are far from a suft out. So Fullerton
the coach.
State better not take the Spartans lightly,
because SJSU will be playing as if it meant
Titan coach Augie Garrido is two wins
more than just pride.
shy of collecting 700 wins while at Fullerton
"Playing Fullerton is another plus that
State. His current overall record is 919-446can come out of this season," Bugg said.
7.
"We won’t be in the regionals, so we want
Individually. Titan first baseman
to knock them out. They know we’re going
Trevor Rush could he trouble for SJSU
to come out alter them we’ve got
pitchers. This guy is hot on a serious
nothing to lose. Hopefully we’ll come out
tear. Last week, the sophomore went 10-for- loose."
19 I .526) in five games, scoring seven times
And hopefully the Spartans will sweep.
and collecting seven RBIs.
so they’ll have a postiive outlook going into
next season. Because, after back-to-back
A couple of Fullerton State pitchers
40-win seasons, this year was not what I
will also mark trouble for Spartan hitters.
expected. But regardless. it was still
Dan Naulty improved his Big West record
enjoyable and fun to watch.
to 5-1 with two wins over UCSB last week
and Chris Robinson picked up his leagueSweet/Muff is the .Spartaii /May
leading ninth save last FridaN . also against
Sport% Editor. Tito is hi% final Huff %din
the Gauchos.

Top-ranked golfers suffer setback
Spartans place
third at Stanford
Intercollegiate
By Chris Link
Daily staff writer

The nation’s No. 1 -ranked Spartan women’s golf team suffered a
setback this week, but two of its
players scored in the top five of a
strong field at the California Intercollegiate.
As a team SJSU placed a disappointing third with a four-player
total of 920. 36 strokes behind
winner UCLA. Host Stanford took
second at 914.
SJSU coach Mark Gale called
the team’s finish a "disappointment" hut added, "It might he just
what we need going into the Nationals. You can approach it two
ways. One, we’re going in practically undefeated. Two, it proves
that we’re heatable. We have to get
haek to practice and get it going
again."
Gale said that UCLA played
Itoe of the hest tournaments at the
Stanford University golf course
111;11
es er seen. The Bruins broke the old 54hole course record of SK9, held by
SJSt and Stanford. with their )484
I ( ’I .A also hodve the one -round
tecord. of 2)2. tw ice. carding single rounds of 290 and 29

THE SWOT FOR
ART X ORTIFTINE,
VIPPLIEc
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ME VT. I
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nr trfis’r 20 ‘)/0 OFF

EllERII ITEM,
EVER,/ OM/ ilT:

The withdrawal of top player Pat
Hurst wound up hurting SJSU.
Hurst. ranked No. 1 in the nation,
had to pull out of the tournament
because of illness after scoring a
first-round 74.
"Somebody said we’ve been
doing it with mirrors this season,"
Gale said. "Well our mirror broke.
We hope to get our mirror back, if
Hurst is our mirror. She hopes to
he hack for the National Championships."
SJSU did have some individual
successes though.
Eva Dahlhack. an SJSU senior
from Sweden, finished third in the
individual competition of the tournament with a three-round total of
224, five strokes behind winner
Lisa Kiggens of UCLA. SJSU’s
Lisa Beming finished seventh indi% idually.
But the high finish of Dahlhack
and Berning did not help the Spartans in the team competition because the two were only entered in
the individual portion of the tournament. Each school entered only
five players in the team competition, with the top four scores
counting.
Dahlhack and Berning played
the tournament as SJSU’s Nos. 6

Mark Gale,
SJSU women’s golf coach
and 7. respectively.
alumnus, and current professional.
SJSU’s Tracy Hanson, the coun- Juli Inkster.
try’s No. 2 golfer. tied for fifth at
The tournament served as the
226 on the Stanford University lust tuneup for the Spartans before
course.
they enter the NCAA Championships on May 22 in Columbus.
The high-powered duo of Hurst
Ohio.
and Hanson combined to lead
SJSU to a stellar season this year.
Boasting the No. 1 ranking and
Hurst led the nation with a 73.83 the nation’s top two golfers. SJSU
average. while Hanson was just will probably be favored to win its
behind her at 73.84.
third NCAA title in five years. esGale said that both Hurst and pecially in light of Dahlhack and
Hanson finished with higher aver- Beming’s strong showing’. this
age scores than did former Spartan week.

insurance, a dependable
7Ar. and a good driving
record In addition to a
great bonus potential and

taps, we pay our drivers
rash daily. It’s a great way
to earn extra income.

WONTON

Or call our lob Line at:

(408) 946-2142

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

A

IN MU ff. fail NH IHNII1-4717

298-3007

"An exciting
opportunity to
get. sneak
preview of law
school."
1990 participant
/brae n Wocalring

1991 Introduction
to Law School

Learn study and exam techniques,
lawyering skills and substantive law.
You will also get information on adm
sions, careers and law school life.
536 Mission Street, San Francisco
415/442-7250
RegIstratIon
dentine: June 14

the copy center
mim mmi

"We’re heat
SJSU coach
Kathy Strahan said. "We’re
emotionally drained and physically exhausted. Because of
makeups of rainouts. every
other day we were going at it.
It really taken its toll."

The Spartans Ird c. Ii I NI k
on Friday, then to la trig Iteach
State on Saltittiii . 1101h are
sial series b it the Spartans. so.,
han said .

’I he Spartans wasted a solid
on the mound I tom Irina
Walsh. who a Ili iv, Ld is) one
earned run on siv hits

LHi

" l’hose in power say that II
Long Beach it
West Regional
playof
said
Strahan
"Right now . we need a cottplc
of day s tilt the Spartans) ssull
rebound W ith the game on the
line, they w ill come through

The Spartans managed just
three hits in support of Leann
Emery in the t trst game. Emery,
who had been pitching outstanding ball recently . gave up nine
hits and four runs in four innings.
She was a hill’: off doe iii

IleiSkeell US and
mig to the

223-6353

1818 Tully Rd #162B
(In Lion City)

July 25

You can attend either day or evening
classes taught by law faculty. Cost of
the program is $485. Enrollment is
limited.

valid on orders over $2.50. Must present coupon One coupon per
customer Not valid with any other offer and only al this
location Expires 5/16/91

EMI MEM

et fort

BACK TI BACK!
kveTAm# or,f1995!

The key to achieving a lash,

healthy tan is consistency’
tanning everyday for as little as live days can show amazing result.
That’s why the new Executan Sun Club is altering special Frequent Lc
Discounts’ Tan five days, back to back tor just 81995 You’ll be pleased wit: [tie
results and ready for summer in no time Be sure to ask about other
Frei tent Tanner Discount pacloges arid Sun Club Memberships. tool

MCUTAN
N

SARATOGA 379 SUNN
IDS GATOS

20% OFF ALL COPIES
ON RESUME PAPER.

S. Third St. (Across from McDonald’s) 295-433j

July 8 through

This program, offered for the fifth
consecutive summer, is designed for
men and women who are considering
applying to law school, who are about
to enter law school or who want to
learn more about lawyers and the
American legal system.

Fine Stationery
High Quality Recycled paper.

aim mimi Immo aims =Me

In Game 2. SJSU took a 1-0
lead in the first inning . But the
lornets came hack w ith suiugk
runs in the second and third innings. and held on for the win.

Fhe worn out Spartans
dropped both ends of a doubleheader at Sacramento State. losing the first game 4-0 and the
second by a 2-I score.

297-9838
261 E. Wilham St.
(Between 6th & 7th St.)

A three-week summer program
about what lawyers do and what
law school is really like.

pEpsoc_o_

Get a resume that
does the job.

L31

fatigue,’’ Strahan said. "That’s
why we had to get her ow
early ’

Eight games in the last eight
days caught up to the 13th :inked SJSU softball team on
1 uesday.

CHOWFUN CHOW MEIN
RICE PLATES
ESPRESSO BAR BEER
DESSERTS

930 Story Rd
(Near Price Club)

division of

kinkols

Daily staff report

Specializing in Soup Noodles & Soup Rice Sticks

Apply in person
LiesJ
2591-H Bascom Ave.
San lose, CA

Spartans drained by Hornets

rtieftMlirliz
TUNG-KEE NOODLE HOUSE

Ideal for
students
Cash Paid Daily!!
- $12 / hour
Pirra Hut is opening NEW
DELIVERY UNITS in
SAN JOSE We are hiring
DELIVERY DRIVERS
ivith proof of auto

fif
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’Somebody said we’ve been doing it with mirrors
this season. Well our mirror broke. We hope to
get our mirror back, if Hurst is our mirror. She
hopes to be back for the National
(liompionships.’
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Accredited by tht Areareitan Ha. Mira alien and
Hie A tux hatam of Arnerkan law Schaole

Golden Gate University
School of Law

VA SINN

CUPERIINO 940, SONS
SAN JOSf

14? SUNS
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Blackhawks soar despite league
quakes. "I’m pleased with the talent we have so far," Calloway
said. "My job. I guess, is to he the
conductor and bring all the talent
in tune."
The Blackhawks have 14 returning players from the 1990 championship team, as well as five new
players with previous APSL experience and three players from the
1990 NCAA co-champion Santa
Clara Broncos.
The team captain is defender
Derek Van Rheenen, a secondyear Blackhawk from Cal. Van
Rheenen was a team leader on the
field from his defensive position
last season and was named to the
1990 All-APSL second team.
One of the leading scorers for
the Blackhawks in 1990 was forward Eric Wynalda, also a member
of the U.S. World Cup team that
competed in Italy last summer.
Other Blackhawks players on the
U.S. World Cup team include defender Marcelo Balboa, midfielder
Dominic Kinnear and defender
Troy Dayak.
Calloway said striker Chance
Fry, the APSL scoring champion
and MVP runner-up in 1990 with
the Seattle Storm, has tit, in well
with the Blackhawks. He sat out of
the Blackhawks’ first match. a 1-0
overtime win over Salt Lake on
May 4, but notched a hat trick in a
scrimmage Tuesday at South Campus against the San Jose Oaks, a
local amateur team.
Blackhawks
and
Calloway
owner Dale Van Voorhis hope the
APSE will not suffer the same fate
as the NAM_ which folded after
the 1985 season. Calloway. ex-

While APSL reduces
size, Blackhawks field
top-notch squad
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

Soccer season has returned and
the San Francisco Bay Blackhawks
are soaring through rough weather.
The Blackhawks have one of the
strongest teams in the American
Professional Soccer League, relying upon returning players, the addition of several new players with
APSL experience and a familiar
new coach. The Blackhawks won
the 1990 APSL Western Conference and were runner-up for the
APSL Championship.
While the Blackhawks have improved for the team’s third season,
the APSL appears to have weakened. In the off-season, the APSL
took a broad move in developing a
strong national league in preparation for the 1994 World Cup in the
United States. To develop a division system similar to that used in
most countries throughout the
world. 13 teams have had to drop
out of the APSL for the 1991 season because they could not meet
tighter financial requirements.
Laurie Calloway. a defender
with the North American Soccer
League’s San Jose Earthquakes for
five seasons, was named Black hawks coach after serving last season as coach of the Salt Lake
Sting. Calloway. 44, is a 30-year
veteran of soccer and has coached
the NAS12s Seattle Sounders, the
California Surf and the Earth-

pressed the need tot the development of a "first division" and
believes some of the teams that had
to drop out of the APSL for 1991
will return and develop a "second
division".
"It’s sad to see some of these
teams go, but with the direction the
league needed to take, some of the
owners just couldn’t afford it right
now," Calloway said. "There
aren’t any Lamar Hunts or Eddie
DeBartolos here. Hopefully teams
like Albuquerque. Seattle and Arizona can build the semi-pro talent."
Van Voorhis believes the reduction to nine teams tightens the
league, making it stronger than before. In a message to the fans published in the Blackhawks game
programs, Van Voorhis said that
with the same talent base involved
in 22 teams from 1990 being confined to just nine, it was important
for the Blackhawks to gear up for
the season and the new additions to
the team exemplify that.
The new players for the Black hawks are forward Paul Bravo and
midfielders Jeff Belcher and Paul
Holocher from Santa Clara. forward Mark Kerlin from the Arizona Condors, defender Lawrence
Lozzano from the California Emperors and Fry. The Blackhawks
have also added midfielder Jorge
Joaquin Salazar from El Salvador
and former U.S. World Cup team
goalkeeper David Vanole.
’Were expecting to take it
all,- said Terry Fisher. Black hawks general manager and former
NAS1. coach.

Jeanette Glicksman Daily staff photographer
Fresno State’s Gerd! Elliott (left) and Law rence
Lazzano of the San Francisco Bay Blackhawks

battle for the ball during an exhibition game at
SJSU. The Blackhawks won 1-0.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

14151745-0900
We will beat anyone splices"

CAMPUS CHILD CARE CIA
a limited number of
openings for summer
session Call 293-1288
ror more information

/L.

1

1

RIM&

BRIDGESTONE 10-SPEED BIKE
Great it.. recently tuned
$125 OBO Gabby 291- 7603(days I
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’
Save your teeth eyes
and money loo
Cleanings arnd office
visits el no charge

school schedule’ Starling pay
rate $11 25’ Earn 5135 for 12 hr
work wee* $225 for 70 hrs S450
tor 40 rirs
No ...nee re-

chest & nights’s. Kitchen nook
1.. 4 to 6 Bookshelf lamps modular work unit be TV baby strol-

golfed training provided Paid in.
available scholarships
awarded & earn 2-4 credits on

ler

Our fully accredited work experi
ender program Can slay on lull
time during your Spring break

window coverings

FINANCE YOUR education with union,

screen door
and wood door file cabinet beige
carpet work desk stereo equip

ited part.lime income potential
Call 408 235-0977 for a 24 hour re

men1 Ornrn Super 8 proiector with
sc reen TV chairs Cell 268-4906

I-800455-3225

corded

message
change your life’

lhat

could

HELP WANTED

HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,
Jet there anytime with AIRHITCH
for 5269 from the West Coast
5160 from the East Coast’ IR*
ported in NY Times & Lels Go’)
AIRHITCH

Call 212 664-2000

PROM GRAD & PARTY CLOTHES
SE WING AND AL TERATIONS
MELODY CREATIONS
972-9565

RENTERS NOTE’. Do you want the
landlord to keep your security deposit or do you want It beck, tO1
lips on how to gel your security

JOBS tor the FNVIRON
RENT Pass laws to stop air poi
lotion water pollution end pestl

ACTIVIST

cider
poisoning
Semester
&
summer lobs Career opponuni
ties Earn 5.5 learn about 1he i
sues call DANA 14151323-5364

ACTIVISTS
SUMMER L CAREER JOBS
Fight tor a toirk lea environmeof
and gel paid Earth Day is every
day’ The Silicon Valley Toms Coalitan ranked as one of the na
lions lop ten most effective
grssroote orgenization is nor

deposit
back
8995
Send
i drank mot to JM Sea Produc
lions Box 16128 Dept M San

mg concerned ank ult. people
for community outreach polo
’ions Training travel tull bone
Ills Atlenn
nal I conforenc’

Jose 95154 or call 408 266-3746

Call 288,7682 E 0 E

at noon in the Monlalvo Room
Student Union For more mbar,.
lion call Karen at /47 4409

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INNOVATIONS
Compatiliv prices for
ali of your auto needs
Wheels tires & much
more For price quotes
call Ortendo 920 8217
fFrager I Steve et 437
0746 925 0610 Ipegerl
SJSU Student
FORD MUSTARD 1980

$1500 or B 0

4 Cylinder 4 speed nom good
C1111415948 1374
REPAIR DON T RIK ACE’
Mobile windshield repair
Cali 408 432 3436
SEIZED CARS trucks horns 4 wheel
molornornes by FBI IRS
or
DEA

Available your area now

CO11805)682 7555
EsI C 1255
65 MUSTANG) SPEED slick
Excellent Condition" like new,
110
$15 1100 or better oder
Contact me el 415 941 0488

FOR SALE
ARE YOU A NICE guy but
wish women realized
that, Wish you had an
ACTIVE DATING LIFE gel
the DATING AND SOCIAL
SUCCESS Course/tool.
Realistic appliroble
pr.( idles Arldr sssss
all issues from dress
1,04 r 19 hr to making
women out Nor theory
not ’rink but Step by
Step course documented
hy surceeslut men
1955
12 pall 10 Osy
wiener. Whet do you
he. to lose, Tentmaker
Co Boit HIPS too Gatos
95031 Philo Parboiling’
REDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Twin
$85 Full $05 Oowen $149 King
Sill You gel both piece* Bunk
beds daybed* chasIbeds 099 A
up Dresser mirror nIfeetand
headboard
SIPS
set

Four piece bedroom
Chest of drawers

and during your Summer break
For information Call San Jose
14081977-3661 or Los 0.1004081
534-1076 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings in
highlech computer industry E,
experience and flexible
hours F T and PT sales reps Call
i4081944-0301 est 500 FT &P1
ship receiving clerks call exten-

COMPUTER SCIENCE
STUDENT 0 r Deborah, one
behavioral genetics research

ADVANCED

protect Earn I undo al
Fic eider. credit Dr J Asher
P eon Dept 924-5515
ALL SHIFTS AVAit ABLE
No operitence necessary
$7 56 hr lo Wart
WEEKL V PAY
Full time or pan tirne
Apply Monday F riday
am to 5 pm

sion 400
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED ?or 0.7 91
wedding Must have portfolio
Call Julie 436-0771 days or
290-6910 eves tor details
RESPONSIBLE
QUIET
PERSON
needed to help with house yerd
and disabled man 9 hrs wit in at
change or free rent of room over
looking pool No drugs or alcohol
Willow Gleo 266-9926
SAL ES MANAGERS needed for cellu
let phones and pagers sales
Sales positions are also as enable

Medical Insurance
VANGUARD SECURITY SACS
3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara Ca
14081727 9793
between San Tomas Oleo.
COUNSEL OR DIRECT CARE
Slab needed et local
residential twolities
for Young adults &
adolescents w autism
& related disobild
ies IT P/ positions
evall Stan $6 $6 25 hour
Call 14081440-3855
GREAT JOBr. Worl. with people Be
Hellman al The Beverly Heritage
Hotel PT eves &Minds Possible
F T hours for mourner 1820
Barber In MlIpttes Intersection
Pepe, Apply
680 & Montein person garn

9prn

JOBS IN PARADISE
I earn 500 10 obtain Ncilong
new careers with CL UP MED
cruise.** and other tropical
resorts Let our informallye
guide show you how Send
OARS lo A KM Publications
P0 Box 0728 Soot. C term
C

9505$

Cosmopolitan
MODEL SEARCH 91
!ritornello.’ modeling agency
F for fieshion print
seeking M
arid 7 V commercial work For
free evaioallon Call 174-8090
NEEDED MEN 20 35 yr old to
participate leaS week study
of &depletions to altitude Free
food trenporlation end lodging
Completion of study pay. $7000
(4151493 9000 04570
PART TIME FIE Ittal E HOURS
Easy Ma word processing 56 50.
$7 00 h. Near SJSU Ask for Bill
or Ron at 292 1005 or 292 1330
PART TIME’ INTERNATIONAI RETAIL

Reservationists
receive
paid
training end. base salary plus Incentives Apply in person at
Classic Hawaii
I No First St 3rd Floor

Event Center end Aquatic Center
Grapnic Artist
lifeguard

interview appointment
$1000

Daily PT FT very easy No
exp Act now’ Send SASE for
into to OH ENTERPRISES 467 Saratoga Ave Suite 0636 San JOSe
CA 95129

AV Technician
Maintenance
Recreation

APT FOR RENT 2 Odrrn I bath $650
IS, month WOO mo after $600
del, 2 blocks from campus Free

SUMMER FUNDS MG
Greet summer positions’
E ricellent PC & communication
skills required
Call for en eppt

?writal, non-smoker call 281-8525
AVAIL ABLE NOW’ 1 bd. I bath apt
$550 mo No lad 1 mo reo Free
cable Illh William 295-5256
Tahoe North
CONDO FOR RENT
Shore Sleeps 10 Fireplace BBO
tvsh dry krIchen Ski areas la.

RENT NOW OR GO ON FALL LIST 1
hdrrn alms Bright airy *EE AC
From ST1O nt0
gated parking

Walk or
ride bike to school 160 S 111h St
Laundry facilities security building cable TV awed clean & quiet
remodeled Garage avail on first
come lest served ham $750-

ings

range S8-$15 000 Student
Painters 1-800-426-6441 st 277
TEACHERS AIDE orodUng with dove’
oprnentelly disabled teens
30
hours per ml Mon Ihru Fri Some
xperNoce

required
Services at 374-9050

Call ?onto

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES.’
Small Wodd Schools is hiring
Mach/ore for our pre Sc heel
school age and intent
programs We need full timo
and port lime ceregrver
Flexible hours available
In’ full lime students
Early morning shlft
16 30arn 9 313arn) available
Cell 257-7320 Si. units
F C E

or educellon required

TRAVEL SALES RESERVTIONIST
Wholesale lour operator special
!ring in upscale tours lo Newell
has several WM time tommer po
sitione available Port time work
possibility in the fell
may be
From offices a few blocks horn
campus reservellonisis ownemu
mktse ertth travel perils via tele
phone to develop Promo,* sfv,
sell customised travel dined...es
Succoestul applicants will have
Pleeant telephone voic
eSales A customer win.*

3146

San

WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Paper thesis development
preparation All topics
Qualified writers Resumes
Editing Academic prolessio.1
writing Reasonable
Annotated bibliographies
Berkeley

Available 6 I Free cable TV
$630 mo how 268-0439
ciallable for

1415)841-5036

ATTORNEYS

Resumes term papers. theses
etc Grad & undergred

270-4316 leave message

Call Anna -972-4992
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports term papers resumes
letters & more POSTSCRIPT LA
SERJET Affordable accurate &
WI’ Spell Grim, check available
Close to campus Pickup avail
EVELYN 270-8014

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
professional word processing
Theses term papers group pre,
reels Cc All formats inCludMg
APAQuick return Transcription

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORDprocessors lamilar
with AOA Turabian formats
for reports papers theses
resumes whatever Science &
English papers our specialty
FREE spelicheck storage

les., output $225 double-spaced
page 7 min horn campus near
680 & McKee To reserve your

Low-cost editing & graphics
Call Pau, Virginla-251-0449
NEED your PAPERS TYPED,
Word Processing Resumes
Janette 356-1291 012dm

time call PJ at 923-2309

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE TYPING
word processing desktop Publishing graphic design & layout

Near campus
Reasonable tales
Cell WENDY
01 047-7873

Enhance your natural beauty"
EYE LINER EYEBROWS

term papers theses past grad
uale work Near Oakridge 774
6395

Fest turnaround
Hon guaranteed

LIPSCHEEKS
SMALL SCARS BLENDED
Fop 6-15-91
Call Trish at 008)379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

to settle your own case
Many years of ekperience
There is no charge for

621 E Campbell Ave

17

Campbell Co 95008

consultation Accident
Law Center 2156 The

TRAVEL

Alameda San Jose 244-3340
IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER
Employment or student

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK
SUMMER TRAVEL FREE
Air couriers needed

visas 144-3392

ACME TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
Close to campus Fast
turnaround Call TOM

services available

wordprocessing’ Term
stropersrepap
group papers resumes

worry free profeSsional

It you itr feellng a

FL ESL STUDENTS & TEACHERS
Combine vacation end 5 -day In
lernetional TPR workshop al the
University of Victoria on British

ALL ARRANGED’ Affordable
experienced professional typist
AIRS WPM I will make

Columbia Canada August 19-23
tint Earn 3 scadernic creclitS
For free brochure call 305-7600
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,

DRIVERS GOOD STUDENTS
and NON-SMOKERS Call

3.!there anytime with AIRHITCH
Ion $269 Iron. the West Coast

Oslo, all ol your
insurance needs

Information on Pm/steely Funded
Grants end Scholarships
’ No CPA or 4.1 requirements

VOor paper, lOOk & BE their best
Any formal Call

No long hours of reseerch
No.,,. is too old

406 997 164’

GUARANTEED

Macintosh laser print
Notes papers letters
flyers resumes plc Fr. editing
Down.. Business Center
325S 151 St 151 Fl 263-0700
TYPING 16 Soixei IV yrs legal ex p
all hours near De Anza 0 Vallco
Suzanne 446-5658
TYPING

Susan 14061947-6157 San Jose
NEATLY

English teacher assist
You in improving your
G P A Foreign students

WORD PROCESSING

Service
Reasonable rarer
Morgan Hill sr.
Call CATHY el 408 779711‘

TYPED PAPER

gels the best grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help Let this

WORD PROCESSING ITROUALIIO
PRINTING PHOTOCOPIES
MORE’
Papers Resumes
Superior Svc
Erse photocopy 175 pages meir1
000223.0102
- CECILIA

welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO, U

No flnenctel qualifications

TYPING WORDPROCESSiNG
Sr 50-S2 page

dependable service

$160 from the East Coast’ leepolledin NY Times & Let
GO’)
AIRHITCH Call 712-904-7000

Newell Mexico* Make your Ca.
lion plans early for Peel prices
and low airfares Call Arlene at

Robyn 14081745-6683
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Origins’ Joe s

letters theses lewd..
etc All formals plus APA SPE I
CHECK punctuation grammar
assistance All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 247-2681 Sam-lipm for

and cruisciship lobs
Call 1-885682.7555 eel V 1661

We give substantial
discounts or GOOD

Typing Leber qualitY
Editing Tutorial ReSliTe

EXPERIENCED

DON T GET CAUGHT
DRIVING UNINSURED’
SqUeeae on your budget
due to rising in
Costs call HOWARD BACA
Farmers Ins at 879-9261
tor a competitive rate

Sotistac

TERM PAPER ASSISTANCE’

at 292,4096
Al FORDABLE

Almaden -

Branham area Call 264-4504

reports & group protects welcome APA expri Accurate work

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE
TYPIST AVAILABLE

available

services

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Desk Top Publishing & Word Processing papers thesis resumes

Fast turn...mind

do all of the work and
you will end up tinancl,
ally far stronger and
eater than it you try

TYPING IS BACK & better than
ever’ Great low rates 9 pro quid
ity pick-up & delivery available

A

Avileble by appf
Laser Printer

50^. DISCOUNT
on all permanent cosmetics

FREE’.

IRA APT 571 S 7th ST

13

very own
Call 147

Iniury Accident Specuil.
nits Whether insured or
not we can help If you
have been hurt We will

SUMMER

ors and suppliers Successful sp.
plicrints will undergo eirtensIve
treinIng Average summer earn-

Unwanted
SPECIAL -

95109

Cell manager at 288-9157

MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP interviews now teeing
place Gain valuable op manag
ing learn of employees custom -

LEARN TO FL Y.
Sly hr lor private commercial
flight reviews and all aircraft
Check outs Special introductory
flight from SJC to LVK only 136
For more into call Jim et ’13-

140Ibs brunet healthy
educated seeks WV non smoker
chiklless who wants marriage
children
P0
Boo 90181 SJ

1-4 adults students

I BOOM I BATH APT

(4081371-0488
1645 S BascOrn Ave
Campbell

Editing assistance given
so grammar sentence structure
HPI aser II
Use Word Perfect
Willow Glen Area

AAR,’ Too many reports
and nol enough lime,
LET ME DO THE TYPING’

EleCtrolySis by Patricia R F

7486 335 S Baywood Ave
Jose

$650 mo 0111 inci Call 793-8912

dean quiet sober single Bonus
de
room and balCOny $550

246-6351

CLINIC’
heir removed forever
1ST confidential your
probe or disposable

GAIL
DETACHED COTTAGE in quiet neigh
borhoocl 2 br 1 be kitchen Cat
OK I person $550110 1 people

280

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
for students & faculty

SERVICES

AVAIL ABLE JUNE 1 Pvl room in spacious 4 bdrm house in So Si
0300100
0111 5 ml horn SJSU

Crossroads Temporary Service
4300 Stevens Creek a 117
San Joe* CA 95129

ELECTROLYSIS

secure Clean Call 298-7151

S000 per mo

GET READY FOR SUMMER’.
Permanent Hair Remove!

BLUEGREEN ALGAE S HERE’ Super
memory improver
body tuner
Write Olen 196 PO Box 9 SJ CA
95103 Viktor Ind Dist 254-1447

cable and parking Owe, and

2 BORM 2 bath &penmen,’

Mow Room
Apply in the Directorn:40 IC
3111 floor Student U

I 52 BOOM APTS start $750 mo
1 year lease $600 depost
$200 will hold III August
Secure parking 2 Wks from SJSU

APA Turablan MLA formats

TYPING

Write lo VanGo Ent
45 Wright Ave Suite?
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

SWM 46 5 7

HOUSING

$500 dep I bib to campus Room males OK Outer nice tor stab
Aspen Vintage Tower 297-4705

Receptionist

For free into packet

PERSONALS

San Jose, CA 95113
WANTED RECEPTIONIST. Clerical
& Date entry for Lighting
Production Company Flexible
hours Call 408 988-0877 tor

Weekly Or daily rates
Phooe 1406053-4136 and ask for

SUMMER AND FALL JOBS’
in I. Student Union

posit on lease 551 553 So 6th Sr
Rik 295-8366

Call 295-6893

close by

Call Jode at 752-7101
STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER,
II easy with Discovery Toys I II
help you succeed For into packet

Full benefits
Credit Union

skills
Computer or typing skills
eFlexibility to work some weak end shifts

rotten,

call 236-6271

TAKE A BREAK in your week’ Come
min us the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
or our tosti
many meetings on Wednesdays

Service Temporary and perm.
nent positions with !Risible hours
Work hours set around your

Best prices for groups and mul
liple purchases Complete bdrrn
set so headboard dresser mirror

ten speed bikes churl glass
table oak complete healed water bad sofa sleeper welshing machine kitchen rabies refrigerator

For brochure see
A S Office or call

CHAIN in business since maro
has 200 lull end pan -lime posi
lions in retail sales and customer

Wd proc $1 15 pg 515 hr
whichever less
So Si area
lot TIME CUSTOMERS 20, LESS’

14081295-1438
ASK for MARSHA 266 9448
Grad Theses Term Papers
Resumes Cover Letters

(2 degrees 20 years alp I

I
PRINT YOUR Al) IIERF. !Count apvinoornahly 32 letters and spaces for cach line Nrichlauon wants as me. team

I

t

[][][][][][][][][1[111_1[1[][1[1[1[][1[1{1[1[1[1[1[1[1[1[1[1[11[][1

I

-IL
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I
? C AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES Cfil ONE DAY Name
Please check/
on Two Three Four F We
Day Day, Devi Days Days
I 1.4
?
A3 lines $5 00 $600 $6 70 $7 40 58 00
I S 4 lines $600 $670 $740 $e To $8e 80
5 5 lirwfs $700 $740 $8 10 $8 80 $9 60
6 lines $800 $870 $940 $10 10 $1080
I I Each addtional hoe Si 00

F

I

I

E
I 13
S

Each ad:hi:nal day $100

SEMESTER RATES, ALL

ISSlif S

59 hnea $70 00* 10141ines $90 00
1519lines S11000

L ...

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277
Deadline Two

Clays

your classification:

Address

Announcements
Automotve
Computers
For Sale

Zip

City/State
Phme
)
(

Greek
Help Wanted
Housing

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Unlverstty
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Clask
ssrhed de torated

rivide

Nedhlquist

(Mary North 102

Lost and Found
Personal
Services
_Stereo
Travel
Typno
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FEE
From page 1
issues that this election involved.
"Though this fee increase will
generate close to a million dollars a year in additional funds,
the A.S. board repeatedly
declined to send a mailer to the
30,000 students on this campus,"
he said. "Consequently, the only
people voting are the special
interests who will receive these
funds or students who happened
to stumble across the polling
place."
Fleischman said he distributed
5,000 flyers on campus Tuesday
and Wednesday explaining his
views on why students should
vote against the fee increase. He

NEW
From page 1
was spared because the funds were
earmarked 18 months ago, according to Michael Ego, associate dean
of Applied Arts and Sciences.
"The evolution of the program
started three years ago," Ego said.
Three faculty members will be
hired next semester and four new
base requisite courses are to be added.
A total of 20 courses are scheduled to
be gradually inducted into the program as more students complete their
lower division classes.
The program will receive additional support from the advisory
committee. The Committee is
composed of some 45 service

Spartan Daily

said that many students simply
"IRA fees haven’t been
can’t afford the increase along increased since 1979 and a dollar
with the proposed 20 percent then is now worth 4() cents. AS.,
enrollment fee increase and a IRA, community and state budstudent union fee hike of $10.
get cuts added together created a
Pointing out that more than significant amount of unmet
half of the IRA fee increase was needs.
earmarked for athletic programs,
Most of these programs are on
Fleischman said that if students the fringe of peoples’ budget priwanted to pay $5 to attend a orities but every IRA program
football game, they should pay it involves academic credit for parat the box office. People who ticipants," according to Whitnever attend sports events ney.
shouldn’t have to pay for them,
The radio-television program
he said.
had to be cut 15 percent last year
Whitney said the IRA increase due to lack of A.S. funds. Busiwas needed because the A.S. ness major Richard Liversedge,
board tries to help out programs who also acts as radio station
that can’t be funded by the IRA KSJS’s business manager said,
fee and that last year $500,000 in "We’re a totally volunteer station
requests for A.S. funds had to be
most of the money we raise
turned down because of the ourselves. We’re student run and
increase in program needs.
we need the money."

industries, and will assist through
scholarships, internships and usage
of facilities.
The hospitality management
program has been in the works for
three years, and is largely a
response to pressure by local
industries.
"We were getting a lot of
requests in the Santa Clara Valley,"
said Ego.
A committee composed of two
members each from business management, recreation and leisure
services and nutrition and food science was formed to set up the curriculum. Based on practical experience, the program organizers
expect local businesses to be
receptive to interns.
The advisory committee, many

of them hotels and travel agencies,
will help facilitate the hands-on
working experience considered
vital.
"From a practical standpoint, I
think this is an industry that needs
qualified people," said Dan Fenton, advisory board chairman and
general manager of the Radisson
Plaza Hotel.
With fmal approval of the program pending at the systemwide
level, SJSU will be the third California State University campus
offering Bachelor of Science
degrees in hospitality management. The others are San Francisco and Pomona.
"It’s a real good example of
how the community and university
work to meet a need," Ego said.

Bronze walk

More doctors may mean higher costs
SAN FRANCISCO (API
A
22 percent jump in the number of
phy sicians nationwide by the turn
It the century will contribute to the
rising cosi of health care, researchers at the University 01 San Francisco report.
The doctor-to-patient ratio will
rise from 144 per 100.000. the
1986 figure. to 176 per 1(0.(XN) in
20(N). a 22 percent increase,
according to a studs published
Tuesday in the Journal of the
American Nleclical Association.

From page I
looking out for her self-interest.
If the motion passes and the
effective date is in the fall
semester of 1992, the vice chair
during the next academic year will
be eligible to run for a second
term. Next year’s vice chair will

That would mean there would be
about 484.000 practicing physicians by the end of this decade, or
about 90.000 more that the country

number of high-priced specialists."
Although salaries represent a
good portion ot physician clists.
the rapid escalation ot practice expenses s ill create a greater cost
problem. IL Li
(tithe study.
Grumbach and co-author Dr.
Philip R. Lee said a key in keeping
Costs (limn is monitoring the number and distribution ot pus siciiuns.
But silICC the additional phy sickins
beginning practice this decade are
already in medical school, they
suggest that more physicians practice general medicine rather than a
specialty because the costs ot pra.
ticing a specialty are greater.

From page I
Democrats
be coming,
according to Merry Lindsay, Campus Democrat president.
"It’s a fundraiser," Lindsay said.
The club asks a $5 donation per
person to cover all food drink and
entertainment, a low price, she
said.
"We’re able to do that because
people have been generous with
donations," Lindsay added.
Congressman Norm Mineta, DSan Jose, is expected to attend.
Others planning to attend include
county supervisors Rod Diridon,
Ron Gonzales, Mike Honda, and
Zoe Lofgren.
Potter said he also expects San
Jose City Council members Dave
Pandori, Nancy Ianni and Trixie
Johnson.
Campus Democrats join the Santa
Clara County Young Democrats to
provide the event, which promises
music, volleyball and horseshoes, in
addition to politics and food.
The Democratic Central Committee has provided financial help and
volunteers, Schmidtke said.
"Basically it’s a social event to
attract the younger generation to
speak with their congressman, county and city representatives," he said.
"It’s a laid-back relaxed atmosphere. It’s not a committee or a formal setting," Schmidtke said.
Called "the Movers and Shakers:
2010 BBQ," it starts at noon at 1438
Richards Avenue off Hicks Ave. in
Willow Glen.
About 150 to 200 people are
expected to attend, a large number
for such a gathering. Schmidtke
said.

Hillary Schalit Daly staff photographs!’
Art junior Christy Medellin checks out the bronze pieces that
Gregg Evans, an art senior, will install in sidewalks like the
one at 6th and Williams for his bachelor of fine arts project.

CHAIR

needs to maintain the I 44-per100.000 ratio, according to the
study.
Dr. Kevin Grumbach. co-author
the study, said it expenditures
per doctor continue to rise according to 1982-87 trends, the proincrease of doctors will add
an extra 5.40 billion to the cost it
111111:11111 ’,Cr\ Ices by the end lit
the century
’Our findings shed light on vihy
vie are losing the health care cost
containment battle... Grumbach
said. "One of the basic factors
dri ing Lip health care costs is the
rapid poilderation of the number
particularly the

PARTY

be elected at the Academic Senate
meeting Monday.
Gorenberg said that the chair
and the vice chair are the only
positions in the Academic Senate
that are limited to one term.
"Even the chair of the committee on committees and the state
academic senator positions can be
for more than onc year," Gorenberg said.
She added that SJSU may be

the only California State University campus that limits the Academic Senate Chair to a one-year
Gorenberg and Calm said that
if the resolution passes, the Academic Senate may consider
changing the by-law that limits
the vice chair to one term.
The second motion will be
made if the first resolution passes
next semester.

You Sat in a Classroom.
Now, Sit in a New VW.

161"1170/
liticAat GRE
UNIQUE TESTS 0 UNIQUE APPROACH
Dynamic Classes
*Free Learning Lab Demonstration
Advanced Research
Free Diagnostic Test & Analysis
*Free Repeats No Qualifiers
*Free Tutoring
*Analysis of Released Tests
Free Admissions Seminars
Call 1 -800-950-PREP

Fl STANLEY H. KAPLAN

gag Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

DANCERS! DANCERS! DANCERS!
SJSU SPARTAN SPECTRUM
111:0 r-TIO 1\1 S
The SPECTRUMS travel with the SPARTAN
MARCHING BAND and are featured at all
SPARTAN football games. Each member
receives two units of credit, a physical
education waiver, and the opportunity to
perform for thousands of people.
WHEN:

Saturday, June 1, 1991 at 9.00 am
The audition will end by 12:00 noon.

WHERE:

In the Music Building Concert Hall at SJSU,
located on 7th street near San Carlos street
Bring two dollar bills for parking in the Seventh street garage.

WHAT:

It’s been 30 years since Bob Lewis graduated from SJSU -Here’s what he has for you:

COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

10.5%
0 Down

financing OAC

OAC

No previous credit necessary! No co-signer needed!
Fleet pricing on all VWs!
Come in now and see how an old alumnus like the Bohster
can solve your transportation problems and get you on
your way to a successful career!

Call us now! Ask for
Steve Lewis or Jim
Gilovich, your college reps.

Wear dance clothing, and be prepared to learn a dance routine.
You do not need to perform a prepared routine

For more information call (408) 924-4643

financing

911 W. Capitol Expressway

San Jose, CA

(408) 265-4400
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Slopes
and sun
mix well

to 200 people are
i!nd, a large number
!wring. Schmidtke

This weekend
is sure to
offer some
good skiing
Page 3
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A funny
’Night’

N.

University
Theatre’s
’Twelfth
Night’ good
for a laugh
Page 4

And the
winner
is . . .

SJSU
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[lobster
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Putting on the final touches
The University Theatre presents Shakespeare’s ’Twelfth Night’ Page 4

The results
have come in
for SJSU’s
Bests
Page 5
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CenterStage
Angus Klein
Executive Editor
What’s going on for the weekend of May 10

ON CAMPUS:
Twelfth Night- University Theatre presents Shakespeare’s "The Twelfth Night." Melanie
Molina stars as the shipwrecked Little Viola and Brandon Hawes as her hero the Duke.
The show runs through Saturday.
Akbayan- A cultural night will be presented on Saturday with the film "Filipino’s A
Bonded Culture." The film starts at 6 p.m. at Morris Daily Auditorium.

’Twelfth Night’

Folk Dance- The SJSU Folk Dance Club is having an international folk dance Saturday
night in the Women’s gym, Room SPX 89. Teaching is from 8 to 9 p.m. and request
dancin is from 9 to 10 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS:
Gordon Biersch- Sunday Afternoon Jazz. This week is the band "Touch of Brass." Music is from 2 to 5 p.m. and there is
a $5 cover. 33 East San Fernando.
I nkuyo- The music of the Andes, playing Saturday at 7 p.m. at Mother Olson’s Inn. Tickets are $9 for general admission
and $8 for seniors and students. Tickets available at Machu Picchu.

MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND:

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
ANY 16"
OFF
$3.00
141
ANY 12"
a’d $2.00 OFF
135

Santa Clara St.
280-0707

Not good with any other offer
Expires May 23,1991

Sheltie Terry
Entertainment/ Features
Editor
Kevin Squires
Photo Editor
Mary Morello
Chief Photographer
Kevin Weil
Copy Chief
Contributing Reporters
Bryan Gold, Brooke Shelby
Biggs, Lori Sinsley, Carolyn
Swaggan
Contributing
Photographers
Hillary Schalit

Derek Smith
Advertising Director

"FX2-The Deadly Art of Illusion," the sequel to the hit 1986 thriller "FX," starring
Brian Brown and Bran Dennehy, will open Friday. Movie special effects wizard Rollie
Tyler (Brown) and cop - turned - private - eye Leo McCarthy (Dennehy) face the most
treacherous challenge of their careers. It’s five years later, and Tyler has become a high tech toymaker. When he is enlisted to help trap a would be killer, Rollie resurrects his
special effects career with the aid of old pal McCarthy.
"Switch," a comedy of sexual manners from Warner Bros., opens Friday. "Switch" is
the story of Steve Brooks, a womanizing male chauvinist who meets his maker when he
is bumped off by three of his furious ex - lovers. Brooks is returned to Earth after
unergoing a celestial sex change, challenged to find just one female who likes him. The
movie stars Ellen Barkin, Jimmy Smits, JoBeth Williams and Lorraine Bracco.

Amanda Heien
Managing Editor/
Production

Sandra Hutchins
Art Director
Wendy Fegelle
Production Manager

_
Ellen Barkin in ’Switch’

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ
AND HANG OUT

Every Wednesday
Through Sat 14 rday.
Continuous Satellite Coverage
of all Major Sporting Events

Brad Detanna
Retail Manager
Account Executives
Sara Barry, Monica Conni.
Cohn King, Ralene
Matthias, Robert O’Leary,
Andy Rayl, Judy Sommers
and Larry Tranberg
Artists
Jennifer Herman, Paul
Smith and Eric Vidal

Live jazz

_19,
LA 1,,LLLI,,A ht ;OMNI,
tIlIFIY/?

I.ocated On Market St.
Between Santa Clara Se San Fernand,
2 7c)_3 1 1

Cover photo:
Theater arts senior
Michael LaMere helps
freshman Jeffery Jones
suit -up for his role in
’Twelfth Night.’ The play
runs through Saturday.
Photos by Hullary Schaht
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Ski resorts holding out for GET ENTERTAINED IN
spring skiers even though CenterStage
EVERY THURSDAY
summer looms in balance
By Robert Drueckhaminvr
Special to centerstage
Still got the itch to ski .’
Squaw Valley. Alpine Meadows. Kirkwood and Mammoth
Mountain arc holding out for
those "spring skiers." hut many
other resorts in the Sierras are
gearing up for summer activities.
Both Kirkwood and Squaw
Valley ski resorts, located in the
Tahoe area, are closing after this
weekend. After then, skiers will
still he able to ski Alpine and
Mammoth until Memorial Day
weekend. But people still inter-accl in skiing may find perfect
,odititins this weekend.
-It’s really good spring skiing We have a lot of snow, but
were running out of skiers
taster than the snow is melting."
said Pete Dansen, director of
communications at Squaw Valley.
"We wanted to stay open
until Memorial Day . but we’re
settling for the 12th. We have a
kit of summer projects to work
on. and when you consider that
interest has dropped off. it is
time for us to close." Dansen
added.
But until the 12th. Squaw will
he operating four lifts tits compared Ii ithe total hit count of 321
on the top ot the mountain in addition to the cable car to trans pin skiers hi and from the mid iii
level. These lifts, in hiding the espen-only Granite
Cluel and intermediate Shirley
Lake Espress chairs, are still
plus ’ding skiers with skiing for
all Amin) lest+, on a two-and -a hall to sus -foot base The only
drav.’hack is that the entire bottom section of the mountain is
closed, forbidding top to bottom
skiing. But to make up for the
lack of terrain open. Squaw is
offering 525 adult tickets for the
rest of the season, as compared
to their usual S35 Ms’ ket price.
But skiers who like lots ot terrain don’t need to despair, it
they are willing to pa) the price.
Kirkwood, which is operating
about 541 percent of their terrain
on a three- to six-foot base, will
still he charging their standard
S35 lift ticket lee until they close
on the 12th. But skiers are still
able to ski a lot ol terrain for
then money. including runs
sers iced by the famous Wall and
Cornice Chairs
Running a total oil live lifts
with top to bottom skiing 12.111X1
%Mica! feet). Kirkwood ma) he
uttering the hest spring skiing
in iund

Another good alternative for
spring skiing is Alpine Meadows. Alpine. which is running
nine of its I I lifts on a 72 to 90
inch base, will he open this season until June 2.
While their full 53K lift ticket
price is still in effect. it may he
worth it considering that the
mountain has almost all of its
terrain open.
And for those wanting to take
a long drive. Mammoth Mount:1ln is offering skiers six lifts of
skiing front X a.m. to 2 p.m.
eery weekend until Memorial
Da), and will also have five lifts
open on weekdays.
Mammoth. which has traditionally stayed open until July 4,
decided to close early this year
to open a new bike park.
"We want to open the hike
park the week after Memorial
Day, and we can’t do that if people are still skiing. In addition.
there is a lot more interest right
now in hiking than skiing, so we
decided to close on Memorial
Da) this )ear." said Dianna
Carey. a spokesperson for the
resort.
But other places in the Sierra
are gearing up for the summer.
Even though Highway 4 near
Bear Valley. Highway lOtt near
Dodge Ridge and 120 in Yosemite remain closed in the higher
elevations due to snow, campgrounds and resort areas are preparing tor the summer
Bear Riser Lake Resort, located on Highway KM near Kirkwood Ski Resort at an elevation
of 6,000 feet. already has its
campground open.

The lake. which is rising at a
rate of one -and -a -half feet per
day, is now open for boating.
and the resort has already put
hack the boating docks which
were removed at the beginning
of the river. While there still is
snow on the ground. the road to
the resort is clear, and some
hack roads are open.
The campground already has
campers in it and the fishing is
good. according to resort employees.
But at Lake Alpine. located at
an elevation of 7.5(X) feet on
Highway 1 near Bear Valley.
things are a little different.
campgrounds. which are
cos cred with a three-foot Kis,
snow are not yet open. and
lake is still friwen. But Ilighw c.
is open to the east end of the
lake, and the general store and
lodge are already open.
In the Eldorado National Forest, which covers the areas on
L’S Ilichway 50 near Lake
Tahoe and on Highway XX.
man) campgrounds in the highei
cies ations are also still closed
due to snow.
The campgrounds.
which
were slated to open on May 25.
may not he open this year until
abler June I depending on snow
conditions, according to forest
service workers.
And in the Stanislaus National
Forest. located on Highways
and WK, not much is different
Only two campgrounds at lower
eloations are open. and campgrounds in the upper elevations
won’t he open until after June I
Ilapp)trails
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Mariah Carey tops week’s record list
Ill. ’’The Doors’ Soundtrack’
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"Gonna
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THE TENT IS OFF!
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LIVE MUSIC ON THE POOL & D.J. DANCING INSIDE

UPCOMING SHOWS
ritiriek WELCOMES

THE FINAL LIVE SHOW BY
THURS
5/16
THURS
5/23

plus FRONTIER WIVES

THE WORRY DOLLS &
CAFE OF REGRET

ALWAYS 21 & OVER DINING & DANCING 0PM2AM WEOSUN
ST JAMES. SAN JOSE 408.292.2212
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Bar hopping tops ’Best’
or weekend activity

SJSU’s Best
campus
hangout
1. Pub
2. Student Union
3. Wash. Sq. Hall

Here are the results of
the SJSU’s Best survey
that was run in
CenterStage all semester.
Almost 100 people
responded.

By 1

cleanest building
1. Engineering
2. Wash. Sq. Hall
3. Business Tower

health club

class

1. Event Center
2. SJ Ath. Club
3. Gold’s Gym

1. Human Sexuality
2. Physics 1

drink
1. beer
2. soda
3. margarita

Greek parties

sun spot
1. pool
2. beach
3. top of dorms

weekend
activity
1. bar hop
2. sex / partying
3. study / sleep

parking spot
1. 10th St./3rd floor
2. 7th St. garage
3. McDonald’s

transportation
to campus
1. auto
2. bike
3. feet

night club

1. Sigma Nu
2. TKE’s
3. Pikes

1. Heartthrob
2. Cactus Club
3. Oasis

happy hour
restaurant to
take a date

1. Mambo’s
2. Heartthrob
3. El Torito

1. Old Spaghetti
Factory
2. Denny’s/Spoons
3. Eulipia

hot dog
1. Peanuts
2. Oscar Mayer
3. Der Wienerschnitzel

study area
1. Clark Library
2. Student Union
3. West Hall -11th
floor

restaurant
bargain
1. Taco Bell
2. Peanuts
3. McDonald’s

radio station

local band

1. KSJS FM 90
2. Live 105
3. KOME FM 98.5

1. Inka Inka
2. Dread Zepplin
3. Cafe of Regret

spring break
spot
1. Palm Springs
2. Mexico
3. Florida

sporting event

deli sandwich

1. football
2. baseball
3. basketball

1. Togo’s
2. Turkey
3. Subway

%bort vi scow

playLi around enough to show
(iotiti
luck to these
us \\ lu

II I’,tusk)
!,ilf writer
.

s
What people like to
do most on weekends is bar-hop.
Coming in second was Dread
This 1+ esa,:t1 the type of thing Zeppelin, although being from
bureaucrats trinn the Redevel- L.A. they can hardly he considopment Agency need to know It ered local.
lust might sway them not to limit
Third place went to Cale of
the number of nightclubs downRegret, which has performed
town. as they’re attempting to
quite a hit at Cactus.

th,Coming in second place for
weekend activity. a tie actually.
. well, let’s put this as
was
delicately as possible - partying and sex. They didn’t specify
in what order hut possibly they
didn’t need to.
Tied for third was sleeping
and studying. no doubt a perfect
combination seeing as how
studying
s
usually puts us to

The IT cut Center muscled its
v%ay in as hest health club. It
really is a great place to work
out it you don’t have to wait in
line I iii long. Lately though the
4:rossd has tapered Off. One
piece of advice that was given
whoever’s working should
him rap and play more heavy
metal and modern rock, if it’s of
the Oingo Biting() or Gene
loses Jembel persuasion something you can really get
into. San Jose Athletic Club
showed up w ith the second largest amount ot soles. And Gold’s
Gy in came in third.

Students 21 and older prefer
to drink beer more than any
other beverage by far. Pale
sudsy mugs of brew won, while
soda placed second and margariFinally. the good and had
tas placed third. Tequila. apple
news, depending on how you
juice and cafe mocha tied for
look at it. Fat mite nightclub
third, hut we warn you not to try
goes to Heartthrob. But, not all
this combination at home.
hope is lost Cactus came in secBest happy hour goes hands ond, a s cry close second I might
down to Mambo’s. which add. missing lust place by two
toppled heartthrob with twice as vote’. Club Oasis fills the third
many votes. Mambo’s "25 -cent place slot.
Countdown’- brought in thirsty.
Now here’s where the confupoor students. Beginning at 5
p.m., draft beer and well drinks sion sets in. D.B. Cooper’s finsell for a quarter. Each half ished fourth. Cinebar finished
hour. the price rises another two fifth F -X and The Edge tied for
hits. Heartthrob oilers happy sixth Cinehar.’ I must admit
hour from I I a.m. to M p.m.. I’ve never been there and probaso much for
and bartenders pour house w inc. bly tle%er will he
draft Meer and pre -mixed marea- ads enture But people ohs musty
like its dives atmosphere and
ritas for SI .
has e a g4,4,41 time there
Inka Inka won hest local
Si, ditterein strokes for dithand, possibly due in part to ili.
tact that Todd Wilder. sk ho leieni f,iIks \lay he it’s better
fronts the hand, goes hoe N. that some 4,1 us like something
seriously . reggae Is hot r11.2111 alteinatoe Alter all. v, its he
now and Inka Ink a has certainly norma l ’

Spartan Daily

BUNGEE JUMPING!
Disc()VER LARGEST
SAN JOSE’SOF USED CD’S

SELFCTION
tVER 5,000 USED CD’S TO
CHOOSE FROM
NEW AND USED CD’S
BUY SELL TRADE

Mother’s Day
Sunday Brunch Fiesta!
Start your Sunday at our Casa with our "all -you -can -eat Buffet Fiesta featuring our "egg-ceptional" omlette bar.
The price for adults is $12.99 and $4.99 for children under 1.’
The buffet is from if) am to 4 pm and the "bubbly" is on ii

Rinia-", $1 off

ACAPULCO.
MOIcan Outd.; Lenin:

any
EXCHANGE

(Some restrictions apply)

_
"arroj

Over 18,000 jumps supervised
Over 3 Years Experience
Year Round Jumping
/2 Long Jumps
Group Rates

.---

CD

1)3 E SANTA CLARA ST Ski JOSE
)ti int)
JabdatsdParkinglrdSt Garage
(408) 294-0345

Founding Member of American Bungee Association

1299 Lawrence Espy
Santa Clara
249-2001

May 12
Reservations
Suggested’

ki191r
BUNGEE For Free Brochure
Call:
(916) 583-7220
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You picked them for the best at SJSU
Its Bryan Gold
head over to Mambo’s ’Or their
CenterStage staff writer
happy hour. schmoozing with
Its the moment you have other students who don’t have
been waiting for.
afternoon classes. After poundThe project that took seven ing a few beers. pound some
minutes to conceive and all se- volleyballs on the sandy court.
mester to deliver is complete.
This is not just a weekday
The ballots have been turned in thing to do. either. Bar-hopping
and the votes have been gets the nod as the best weekend
counted.
activity. The alcohol category
And the winners are...
will finish with fraternity parEverything.
ties. There is no clear winner for
The ballots that appeared in SJSU’s best parties. Nobody
CenterStage about S.ISU’s best could remember them the next
have been tabulated by non - morning.
mathematics majors, so some of
Academic -wise,
the
most
the results may he surprising.
popular class is human sexual’The popular campus hangout ity . No explanation needed.
is the pub. located in the center
The most popular and cleanest
of campus. Obviously gravity building was the Engineering
pulls people to this area. There- Building. Washington Square
fore. it’s really no coincidence Hall ranks a close second.
that the favorite drink is beer. Money will get you everywhere.
The word is easy to spell and
On the topic of food. the best
you really don’t have to describe from the SJSU deli is a turkey
what beer is.
sandwich. Off L.aniptis, the winWhen not in the pub, students ner is Togos on William Street.

tounded by two former SJSI
students.
The most popular place
work off the food is the Rec
Center. As many people voted
for this as the list of names waiting to use the Stairmaster. They
want to pump you up.
On the music scene, the bcs[
local hand is Inka Inka. KS.Is
190.7 FM) takes the crown as ta
write radio station. On the cluk
scene. Heartthrob edged out the
Cactus Club for the top slot.
’The fav mite parking spot
the third floiir of the Tenth Sheet
(iarage.
Taco Bell defeated Peanut, 11
one sole in the area 01 restaurant
bargain.
As for the restaurant you
ould most likely take a date.
the Old Spaghetti Factory gets
the honor. Spoons and Lenny ’s
ll)erim.’s) tied for second.
The tavinlic spring break
hangout is Palm Springs. Hold

Kelly Chinn

Special to CenterStage

SJSC students Nlichele McCullough and Kas eh Shahinohammad rink’s a night with friends in the Spartan Pub.
III a minute here (
sav siudy :ilea The hest sun spot is
lot ** ’I thought sou could
the ..\quatics ("ente) and the
Other ss inners Ilk lode toot - most -used form of transportation
hall as the hest sporting es ent. is the car. Siwr . a horse was iii it
and the librar5 as the tav orite ranked second.

Amidst changing trends, Spartan Pub remains popular
Its By Carolyn Swaggart
CenterStage staff writer
Classes are over for the day.
That paper isn’t due until next
week. The rest of the day is free.
Where is an SJSU student to
most students, there’s one
part tiolar spot that’s been the
place to unw Ind since the beginning 01 the year
According to a survey conducted on Feb. 2/4 by the Spartan
Daily . the Spartan Pub was
soled overwhelmingl as the favorite campus hangout of MS(
It makes me \cry hapM
ninth:Med Nina Kalmoutis. the
We Ity walls
Pith 111.111agC1
hard to have an atmosphere
where people would like to he
At the Pith. ou ..an kick
hack. ha% e a beer and watch
It you’re hullers .
some I
thev 11 toss %,ou a
Ms I irst sear at SJSI Was
19(16...
Kahn’ nins continued
e didn’t even hav e a pub
then
the
l’heodora
Fsagalak is.
Iliorning supers isor. speculated
that the Pub was first opened in
1975 or 197r,
"It used to he a lot like
Ii gil’s, Kallinnlits noted.
originally . there was one big
seating area. w ith booths alongside the w :ills Students could
play pin )1 and kioshall.
,nlay iooshall and the pool
table hoe disappeared How, set . satellite dish has been
are
and three T S
shah:pc:illy placed around the
Pub. In the afternoon. students
gather to watch the soap operas
’There’s a colorful new CD mkt:box this year, as well as a new
sound ss stem on which it plays

"Well be adding an electronic dartboard next fall." added
Kalmoutis.
Kalmoutis noted that most
students come to the Pub to eat.
not drink. "I think we base
good pi//a. she said.
She also pointed out the laid hack atmosphere of the Puh, and
how it %lit ters from a regular bar
"I would think its a place
where female students can come
jnd not he harassed... she said
All the ingredients are fresh
dads and the pi//a dough is
hand -thrown. something the pub
start is proud of. says Kalinin’ its Before 191411. all the pi//.1
was made from fro/en dough.
Pi/la is available hs the slice
tor iseople who don’t haw lime
ti .r the 1 to 20 minutes it lakes
for their individual pii/as I.
hake Plans are currently hieni:2
made to delis er pinas to Mc
dorms

At the Pub, you can kick back, hare a beer
and watch some T.V. If you’re hungry, they’ll
toss you a pizza.
hand stamped and receive free
soft drinks as long as they remain in the Pub.
Alcoholic Beverage Control
comes in at the beginning ot
each semester to cheek on alco-

Nil use at the Pub. They talk to
the employees, telling them how
to check ID’s properly and
how to serve alcohol responsibly .
"Thursday evenings. the most

popular tune at the Pub, is
known as Big Band Night. Live
entertainment is brought in, and
people dance by the tiny stage.
We try to pick entertainment
people will like." Kalmoutis
planed. Reggae music is scheduled fun 51:1:1 9 at 8:30 p.m.
The Pub is open Monday
through Wednesday front I I
. in. to II p.m.. II a.m, to midnight on Thursdays. and from II
a.m. to fi p.m. on Fridays_ It’s
closed on weekends.

It’s your last chance to

"DISCOVER
DOWNTOWN"
In the last Downtown section
of the Spartan Daily
this semester!

In addition to the pi//a. nes,
items base been added hi
menu this sear
Spics
"Ilot &
mg." has(’ been putout
is well as chick:n hum!,
pesto pi//a Along with
\ :met \ of beer
tooth
also as ailable
W

In keeping w ith the times th:
Pub lias the Sober Spartan Program to control drinking If a
ol three people or more
4:0111es in and one is identified as
a designated droei to the bartender or I I) person at the
door, that person will has e his

Tuesday, May 14
’4\
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KSJS
90.7 FM
Top five lists for the
week of April 29

RHYTHM WAVE
1. "A WOMAN IN
HALF"
ROGER MILLER
2. "GIMME INDIE
ROCK"
SEBADOH
3. "You HIT ME
OVER MY HEAD"
DOGBOWL
4. "WRETCHED"
PARIS

5. "POINT BLANK"
PIGFACE

CREATIVE
SOURCE
1. "HORNUCOPIA"
JOHN FADDIS

2. "Room 292"
STEFAN
KARLSSON

’Twelfth Night’ performers shine
If) Sheltie Terry
CenterStage staff writer
ii deception is an artform,
William Shakespeare mastered it
long ago.
Disguises, masquerades and
facades dominated the University Theatre’s production of
Shakespeare’s
"Twelfth
Night. which opened last Friday’, and runs through Saturday.
The play tells the story of a
yiting. shipwrecked girl who
iii only find work if she dresses
like a boy and acts as a servant
to the Duke ot Illy ria.
little Viola, played by the
adorable Melanie Molina. dons
.1 pair of slacks and a neck tie
and falls to the mercy of the
Duke. w hi m she has also fallen
madly in lose with.
The Duke. played hy the Wist101 Brandon Hawes. sends Viola
to visit Oh% ia (Deanna Mac1.eani. the beautiful maiden who
has stolen the Duke’s heart. On
her mission. still disguised.
Viola IInds herself fighting off
I lie altections Olivia has mistakenly acquired for her.
These characters go round and-round in confusion and deceit while Sir Toby (David
Scout. Olivia’s uncle. Sir Andress (Steven Smith) and Maria
eisah Swenson). Olivia’s ser% ant. stumble drunkenly around
and play hilarious tricks on the
tither servants and eachother.
Scott and Smith steal many
scenes with their individual hysterics.
As with many of Shake-

TV not prescribed for bedridden viewers
NI:W. YORK (API
I had a
heart attack recently On the
bright side. it wasn’t a big one.
N’t et could tell
lite attending
physician v, a, a linichkan.
Sollh: pills were prescribed.
So was time in bed. .ind later.
11,41u evercise. like walking
miund. It telt odd walking
,onmd in bed. But it sure heat
,,sthim g there. watching teleii

3. -STREET SHUFFLE"

MIKE FREEMAN

4. "DISCOVERY"
GONZALO
RUBALCABA

5. "PUBLIC EYE"

- Roy HARGROVE

speare’s play s. plots re% 01% e
within plots. Viola has not only.
assumed the role of a boy, she
also believes she has lost a
brother to the violent storm at
.ea. Thus challenging the actors
and adding greater dimension to
the performance.
Also consistent throughout
Shakespeare’s plays is the role
of the fool. Feste. played by Jeff
Bryant, wonders through the
scenes with a pesimistic, yet insightful attitude. On the subject
of love, Feste believes "Many a
good hanging prevents a had
niarriage.
Bryant. ss ho played Woof in
last semester’s theatre production 4,1 "1 lair. put out another
hi ill
and hilarious performance. Bryant may currently he
51 51 ’’s most talented actor.
Although the story line is generally easy. to follow, it seemed
that many audience members
missed some inuendos and jokes
because the actors sometimes
spoke too quickly and with too
much of a British accent. Also, a
less of the songs. accompanied
by the pleasant melodies of the
orchestra, were a hit hard to understand.
The play runs tonight. Friday
and Saturday at X p.m. in the
I otuersity ’Theatre. It’s a great
play with a hilarious plot. It’s
terrifically appropriate for
college students who may think
that all Shakespeare is tragic and
CenterStage photogragher
Hillary Schell
sorrowful.
The
"Twelfth
Night" will definately lift your Jeff lirvant.theatry arts junior. plays Feste in the University
spirits.
theater’s production of Shakespeare’s Twelfth night.

and Mete was a camera in the
rpiarterback’s helmet.
The New Ouinea Cannibals
won. All well and good. but it
was totally unnecessary to show
them after the game eating the
Vs asaw Concerto
On one weekday. I briefly
watched a new soap opera based
out Chekhov ’s ’ ’The Sea (pull .
It was called "As the Tern

ill

Sine. there were a lot of new
now. on. But most were
11,21111 to the len (II whoopee.
I.ast Sunday morning. It n- es pit’ there ss.ts the premiere ot
hat was billed as a new kind of
10,11, aitans show from W ashHlonIt ,1, tailed
he Hot
W hue Middle -Aged \laic
1 .ilk I lour. "
Jim the bright side, yOU c’all a) .s find sports on cable TV
id sore enough. one cable net ..11 was sho, mg some sort ot
.nne put on lit a ile11.
league
1 lk game pined the New Om, aniubals aga111,1 lit \\ ay \S.IN a!title
,I .111:0111
1111,1W11. C1.11 thiiiihall OW
. 1.I\ CIS %%CIL 1114.’ll 101 soutitil

It looked pretty
y
It
showed all unmarried C1,11pk. In
ilk’ same bed. Hut nisi as Mings
not interesting. it laded hi 1,1,1,k
I he nest thing tin saw his

CINEBAR
ef

Processed
Ior
Cheese Forx1 That sort ot
story ed the miswl
ell.’’ he
You don’t knits

added
work...

All Cocktails 990
9pm-Closing

Sunday Nights
No Cover

sN.

to
4
A drinking person’s bar’
Only pool table
Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(Corner of 2nd)

Here. let inc Lail an
.Ind send y011 hack to

Hottest Rock/Music Mix
.3 Lights from Valco 4/1
At Stevens Ceek
and Blaney
.255-0588
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Mexican-American poets evoke
powerful message at reading

By By Faye Wells
Special to CenterStage
Mexican -American
Two
women delighted a standing room -only audience with their
Across .4 merica, VCR poetry Wednesday in the SJSU
Spartan Chapel.
remotes were
Loma Dee Cervantes amused
the audience with her anecdotes
overworked as men
and read the powerful poetry
So maybe your apartment
that evokes her uneasy youth
everywhere
recorded
resembles a cave, or the
spent not far from campus. Marthe video and paused garita Luna Robles read an episunderside of a rock, hut there is
still no excuse for not having
tolary prose piece on how a
the tape at the
heard the latest, hugest, most
writer creates a poem.
scandalous news coming out of
Although it was not on her
opportune
moment.
Hollywood.
program. Cervantes started with
Madonna is preparing to hare
"Beneath the Shadow of the
!vb we controversy. Ho-hum.
all in her new film "Truth or
Freeway." her most frequently
Oh yeah, and remember the
Dare." due out this weekend. It
anthologized poem, and one deLorna Dee Cervantes
video for "Papa Don’t Preach"
has been characterized by
scribing her family life at Bird
in which Madonna, we’d like to
insiders and critics as "daring,"
Avenue and San Carlos when Ithink accidentally, bared a little
"revealing" and
280 was in progress.
that inspired "Raisins." a lightmore than the censors would like
"controversial."
"Across the streetthe hearted account of her marital
when her skimpy outfit proved
Come on. Can we really be
freeway. blind worm. wrapping break-up.
no match tor her bouncing
shocked by this chick anymore?
She opened a poem "I’m
the valley up from Los Altos to
dance?
Let’s take a walk down
Sal Si Puedes."
going away to where I’m from"
Across
America.
VCR
Memory Lane and explore the
"We were a woman family: on her first return %1st! to San
remotes were overworked as
many faces of Madonna to find
Grandma, our innocent Queen: Jose. where she stayed at the
recorded
the
everywhere
men
out. The one -woman publicity
Mama, the Swift Knight. Fear- Best Western Hotel on 2nd St.
video and paused the tape at the
factory has developed quite a
"Bird Avenue" is based on
less Warrior.’’
opportune
moment
history in 10 years.
Cervantes turned to books and her and her friends in an era
pricked
up
itself
The
song
Remember 1983 when
interpreted the documents of when "it was not the hoys they
parental ears as lyrics about
"Lucky Star" and
troubled families, such as mar- worried about. hut the girls.
abortion
pregnancy
and
teenage
"Borderline" broke into early riage dissolutions and welfare
"The girls would go out in an
hit the airwaves and emanated
MTV reknown? The
notices. She evokes her grand- alley and tight and the mothers
tongues.
wanna-he
from
young
Hollywood -watchers talked up
mother’s gentle nature, scorned would come out to finish it,"
1.ater, she manufactured
this lace -drowned take blonde as
and blamed by her daughter. she said.
tabloid
headlines
and
set
the
a pioneer in some strange
Cep.% antes’ mother, and deCervantes also had to contend
with
hints
aspinnin
rumor
mill
scribes harrowing quarrels when with high school counselors who
lashion-influenced music wave
was
having
a
lesbian
she
that
She wore lots of black. lots ()ther grandfather visited. "outside discouraged her from aiming for
attair w oh comedienne Sandra
a 3 a.m. mist heavy as a breath the University of California dochan& braeelets. lots of socks.
Bernhardt
torate she wanted.
full of whiskey...
N11one was sure if she looked
good or not, hut young people
The gentler the character, the
Then Caine "lake a Prayer."
"They said I was setting my.
more powerful Cervantes lan- sights too high." she said.
mum have approved. because
the song and v idol that
guage. Her well-timed powerful
suddenly she was genetically
respectively earned Madonna a
Iler test scores indicated she
regenerated on elementary
huge contract to plug Pepsi. then phrases stimulate and amuse. was
"community
college
For her any situation is worthy material." ads isors told her.
school playgrounds across
stripped it front her amid
her
pervade%
of
a
poem.
Humor
America.
guess what
controversy.
Cervantes said.
anecotes and her verse.
Then came the "lake a
"So I went to the col lllll unit
The video had Madonna
"When I left town I was in diVirgin.’ album, which by its
seducing a statue ot a black
%orce I had no job, no pros- college and it wasn’t a had eduname alone had parents tilling
Jesus -come -to-life Christians.
pects... she said. "Frankly. it cation." she said. She got her
ihrough their children’s dresser
doctorate from the University of
never mind advertisers, again
was e hl larating.
drawers
were a little bothered hy this
She wanted to go to the center California. Santa Cruz.
There was a media frenzy as
of the world, so she headed for
"But go to college," she
she paraded around the stage on
It made headlines, sure, hut
Colorado by Greyhound bus that said. "You can do something.
her sold -out tour in her irony somehow, we expected no less.
stopped in Salt Lake City over
Robles. a former San Jose reslace wedding gown. Self-the Lahor Day Weekend. She ident who now teach% at Fresno
appointed. "family -oriented."
Just this year. MTV actually
had eaten little that day and State. read a piece describing the
Christian thought -police were up banned Madonna’s video of
in ar1111
’Justify My. love’’ tor its erotic nothing was open, she said. But agony and ecstasy of creating a
in the station bathroom she poem.
content. Ot course, sales
In between there was the
Quoting Victor Hernandez
tound a small red box of raisins
underwear-as -outerwear craze
sk% rocketed initially. hut still it
was no phenomenon because.
Madonna was splashed across
the pages of doctor’s of lice
well. she’s Madonna.
magazines wearing teddies and
St, nuns Madonna is banking
bras and other lace
on shock ialue to catapult
unmentilmables. sometimes
ruth i Dare.’ to the top ot
ner her other clothing.
AS. CHINESE CUISINE- -FOOD TO GO
the hos -othce charts
sometimes instead of her other
*Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine Ale
clothing
Hold your wagers.
Box Lunches To Go
We then were ushered into a
Lunch and Dinner
Only the truly twisted,
new phase (il Madonna in the
*Catering Available
creative, imaginative and sick
late 1980s. She dyed her hair
Open Doily 294-3303 or 998-9427
among us could come up with
Hack. then white, then brown
11 30-9 00pm
something Madonna hasn’t said.
She made a video depicting
131, E. Jackson Street
.)sed Mondays
shown or done, let alone
herself as a stripper in an adult
anything that would %uprise us
f) Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
hookstore, who appeared to he
It you can, please don’t share it
dating a prepubescent boy

Brooke Shelby Biggs

The only thing left
to see of Madonna
is her Xray

VVINUS

Margarita Luna Robles
Cmz. Robles said the first step
in writing a poem is to "push a
big heart through a small -pen.’
She read to the accompaniment of music. films, pebbles
from the beaches she has walked
on. pennies she has found (she
keeps them all, she said). and
photos of her children.
"I want the language of a
dream, a dream that leaves me
feeling uneasy." she said.
"Writing a poem is a tricky
business."
She addressed her prose -poem
to Anita. the therapist she imagined she must see if she encountered writer’s block. When she
made light of sex as the culmination of an evening, she was effective and amusing.
At times, however, the music
seemed unadapted to her writing.

SNEAK PREVIEW
SATURDAY
AT 8:00 PM
with LA FEMME NIKITA’
-CONCOCTED WITH
NITROGEKERINE WITH
THE COMBINED ENERGY OF
THF ROAD WARIVOR ROIOCOP
row
a rHE rEfraoNmoo
SMAI

THE
KILLER
IiiiSINEE11111:113M11
REGULAR ENGAGE M.
BEGINS 517’
S 1

2114-3110u
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Horoscope
for the weekof May 12
Aries:

(Mar. 21 -April 19) Your preparation for summer has started a bit too soon. The extra time you
gain today will leave you with the ability to do all the things you need to do. This week you
must work like a well tuned machine, focus on the end of the semester.

Taurus:

(April 20-May 20) I feel the bull will be bringing his, and his close friend’s, psychological wellbeing up a level. A cosmic power will let the bull become "the wizard of joy, happiness and
raging parties." I recommend extreme caution be employed with such abilities, the use of is as
important as the non-use. Your B -Day joy is shared by all.

Genus&

(May 21 -June 20 ) You are starting to see yourself as a part of a larger picture. Your awamess of
this Bell change is very low in this area. Be aware of the gains you’re making, your long term
perspective depends on it. A little ripple now turns into a wave when it hits the shore.

Cancer:

(June 21 -July 22) The crab feels torn between two sides as conflicting ideas both present views that
appeal to your conscience. A decision need not be made but an understanding is vital to your future
ability to sec the difference between right and wrong.

Leo:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) The TV has been lying to you all of your life.., goad cowboys don’t always
wear white, and the ones in black hats are not always bad. Seeing the truth behind what is visable
is an art not many have perfected. Spend some tune exploring your happiness.

Virgo:

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) You must come to realize when it is your turn to be in the limelight, you
should sit at the table and have your piece of pie. A fine line between rude and overlooked exist
and you’re just the sign to walk it. Hard work pays off just like your mom said.

Libra:

(Sept. 23 -Oct. 22) Gandhi was a perfect example of a healthy and correct attitude one should have
when the cards seem to be stacked against you. You must work for the changes that make you
happy and at the same time not be destructive in your actions. Many bridges have been horned
that need to be recrossed.

Scorpio:

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) When you succeed at something thank those who made it possible, if you have
a hand that feeds you don’t even think of biting it and any luck is good luck. Let these three
things guide you down the road. You should be grateful for all that has happened to you and if
you’re not it is never too late to start.

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22 -Dec. 20) Go running through the park this week because I see that your cosmic antennas
are up and ready for recieving some important news on the status of the world arrouncl you. If
you are open to somethings other important things you might not have expected will find their
way into your mind.

Capricorn:

(Dec. 2I -Jan. 19) Good luck getting any work done this week with all the men knocking on your
door you’ll be lucky to get some sleep. You will need to sort those you think you like from the
ones you really like. When making the cut be sure not to use sterotypes or personal past bias or
social norms you think you need to live by, just use your good sense.

Aquarius:

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The work needs to he finished before you can play, I feel like I’m telling you
this all the time is it something you have trouble with or is your sign always preoccupied be the
better life? You must siee that the good things you need are not the same as the ones that everyone
else needs.

’Ticket to Ride’
takes tired route
over same old trip
By Chris I .illk
CenterStage stalt writer
Die-hard Beatles fans mas
want to check out the new hook
’Ticket to Ride. hut those less
Liscinated with the hand should
Hass this flight
Me hook consists of inter mews it ills musicians and Celebrities about the Fah Four and
their legacy. Interviewees range
Joel to Pete Tow Its from
bend to Walter ()link ite to the
Rolling Stones.
Intriguing at first. upon second glance "Ticket to Ride’’
(trot.’, suspiciouslv like a self promotion Mori hi its collabo%Ma’s .

Pisces:

(Feb. 19 -Mar. 20) The fish is a very strong "item" if evolution is correct we’re all a bit fish.
This means we’re all a part of what you are and we all take from your good qualities. You rub
off more than pass down good feelings so keep up the good work.

Brad Nitanna

Michener’s latest ’Novel’
reveals world of writing
Asst x ,aterl Press

MCI

Mtge thut

it it 11111
11.1S Ill:titled 111 lake

ileca(les
\lIcheller
.it the

know hest
In his latesi hook
’"Fhe
siosi I.
hener 11SeN ’IN his
111,1111 t 11.1r.lelert a noselist. an
edit,
a critic and .1 reader. Ile
attempts it vise his los al followers an insale look al Mc
id the traili: I he result Is
On tines en !nisei
It is marred in
raw.
pail ho the I iguies it
Karl Stredwri. and a two-ilimensiimal reader. Jane ( ifirlanul.
hut is enhanced li liii of the
characters: the writer. Lukas
1111 Ill’

Rio . and. to it greatei degree.
the shrewd and ruthless edit’s,
1 simile larinelle Set in the
.1111.1 DUIt II
bucolic
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l/l11111t and 111 Net% 11/lk
it 11141
\Ma’ It Hs
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.1 le:Kletinstance.

Crusoe reseals his
lei Minim.’ liii making bread
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The hook’s title, an earb.
Beatles song, comes from a na..
sv riche:fled radio show
14 the sante name. and one tit the
authors. Derm.v Somach. produces the radii, prograin. which
leatures Beatles songs. All the
hook’s inters lelA’S come from the
icket to Ride show .
The hook’s second collaborator, Somach’s wile, Kathleen, is
an es-MI ’S v. riter, while the last
author is Kes in Gunn. primarv
writer Ow the
RAO to Ride"
radio show
Perhaps that’s ii hi’, the hiatt.
smacks id Beat le owl’ ination
I low eser. it readers call gcl
and
past this initial reaction
the occasional pomposiqirt
Ticket to Ride deelav Scott
the
Mimi in his foreword
might discover a few nuggets
about the hand ihes hadn’t pre s iouslv known
For instance. most peopiv
know about the freniv that
cisnpamed the Beatles’ last trip
to America. But less are hkelvti
real ie that the hand represented
a hreakthrough in the musk in
thistly tler:allse II V. role.
.411110.1

and

pt:1101111cd

its

ro.rri

BOOK Li=
REVIEW
songs
This theme rei. iii s throughout
the hook. in inters iews with musicians like Joel and Sting.
More ItlIeres111112 tidbits pop
up throughout the hook, hut thev
are thu
lens. One insolves
riminiv Smothers’ recollection
of John I Amnon heckling a
Smothers Brothers performance.
Another deals with deeper insights trom Lennon*. hr.t wile.
Cv nilua Powell.
Powell’s inters iew stands out
because it is precise’ what is
missing throughout the rest of
the hook. For the most part
!Mum. ss ho conducted the Inters iesk s.
contents lint selt vi it h
asking pat. putt
yucstions
about song 1 wig ins and Beat le influences Ile does probe. hut rarelv
Oserall. "Ticket to Ride is
worth the S’) tare onlv to Beatles
fans hoping for a few more
sights on the Fah Four tour.

FREE BANQUET
ROOM RE AL!
A all SJSU Students.
Enjoy quality steak,
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Lidos fine kitchen.
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system available for
All Ocassions! FREE!
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